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Abstract

Climate change is considered one of the most vital issues of our time. This

research has been carried out to develop climate change scenarios on a much finer

spatial and temporal scale that can be used to address impacts on transportation

infrastructure due to climate change. Dynamic downscaling techniques using

a meso-scale weather prediction model has been used, where finer resolution

climate information is derived fuom coarser resolution Global Climate Model

(GCM) output. In this study, Pennsylvania State University / National Center

for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) meso-scale model, known as MM5 is

used for dynamic downscaling. A coupled land surface model NOAH1 is used

with MM5.

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data has

been used to validate the model. Surface temperature and dew point temperature

have been derived from a validation run. This run is compared with measured

station data where correlation coefficients were found to be 0.885 and 0.801,

respectively. Through good agreement with observations in present climate,

MM5 was extended to investigate downscaling from climate change scenarios.

Canadian Center for Climate Modeling and Analysis (CCCma) data, after

INOAH, the Community Land Surface Model developed jointly by National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), Oregon State University (Dept of Atmospheric Sciences),
Air Force (both AFWA and AFRL - formerly AFGL, PL), and Hydrologic Research Lab -
NWS (now Office of Hydrologic Dev - OHD)



necessary transformation, is used as the boundary condition driving the down-

scaling process for years representing 1978 (1xCOz) and2044 (2xCOz). Output

from the two representative year long runs have been used to develop a change

scenario. Mean annual temperature increase as a result of climate change is in

the order of 3.5oC Lo AoQ. Much of these increases result from warming in the

spring and early summer. There is a cold bias in the model compared to the

climate normal. Overall, total year-round precipitation decreases by 12% while

summer (Jun-Jul-Aug) precipitation shows an increase of 63% with an increase in

the number of peak events. Cumulative precipitation minus evaporation showed

a deficit of around 45-50 mm at the end of year for both present climate and dou-

ble CO2 scenario which may be a result of initial condition assumptions. Overall

runoff is decreased by 50% as a result of climate change while due to warming,

early melting of snow starts early runoff.

One of the goals of this research was to make use of climate change sce-

narios for engineering analysis; particularly analysis related to transportation

infrastructure. Climate change impacts on the diurnal freeze-thaw cycle and

spring load restriction related to transportation infrastructure are also detailed.

Results shows, (a) Number of diurnal freeze-thaw cycle per year decreased by 2

to 12 days due to climate change where northern Manitoba experienced greater

decreases than the south, (b) Number of frost free days increased by 15 to 20

days due to climate change. As a result, the start date of spring load restriction

is shifted caused by the early melting of sno\M during spring.

Results obtained in the study are in general agreement with other climate

scenarios, although there are a number of known deficiencies in these analysis,

(a) Short period of integration relative to climate, and (b) Initialization of surface

flelds, such as snow cover and soil moisture may not be in equilibrium with large



scale forcing flelds. F\rture study should focus on longer periods of integration

(5 years minimum) and greater spin-up time (1 year minimum) to better isolate

the impacts of climate. Therefore, results should not be taken directly to reflect

average future climate change.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This study is part of a larger regional climate change impact assessment project

entitled "Cl'imate Change Damage Tolerant Transportatzon Infrastructure'in Man-

ztoba"(Doenng et a\.,2003). Climate models have been considered as a basis of

climate change study for decades. Climate models are designed to study cli-

mate processes and climate variability and for projecting the response of climate

to natural and anthropogenic climate variations. General Circulation Models

(GCM), also known as a global climate models, are considered the center of

most atmospheric and ocean models. Various components of the climate system

can be coupled together to represent complex climatic conditions in GCM mod-

els. Coupled atmosphere-ocean models, considering a representation of complex

climate parameters, are called Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models

(AOGCMs). Projections from these models show good agreement. However,

there is still a considerable degree of ambiguity and difference between the var-

ious models. All models show an increase in the globally averaged equilibrium
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Figure 1.1: The time evolution of the gìobally averaged temperature change (oC) relative to
tìre years (1961 to 1990), simulations scenario IS92a; G: greenhouse gas only (top),
GS: greenhouse gas and suìphate aerosols (bottom) [Adopted from IPCC 2001,

available online at brtp: / /wuv.grida.nolclirnate/ipcc-tar/vgI/f.ig9-5.htm,
accessed on January, 2006].

surface temperature, shown in figure 1.1 and global mean precipitation in re-

sponse to increased levels of greenhouse gases. Inter-comparisons show model

results are more ambiguous about the spatial patterns of climate change than

the mean global response. Tools have been developed to generate more detailed

regional climate information (Hough.ton et al.,IPCC 2001: Chapter 1).

Regional Climate Models (RCMs) are considered a tool capable of enhancing

GCI\4 information over specific regions through their description of larger scale
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mesoscale processes. These extra process descriptions explain why regional mod-

els are increasingly being applied in climate change studies. It is important to

know how reliable future predictions of RCMs are. Chen et at. (2003a) concluded,

while studying two RCMs, that significant differences exist between RCMs due

to their internal atmospheric physics and dynamics. The magnitude of these

differences is large enough in some regions to cause significant uncertainties in

any potential impact assessment. Attempts were made to evaluate the use of

Canadian RCM (CRCM) simulation results at the start of this study. During

this initial evaluation of the CRCM data, an inter-comparison between the one

times CO2 results and recorded Canadian Climate Normals was undertaken. The

CRCM data were downloaded from Canadian Center for Climate Modeling and

Analysis (CCCma) web linkl and Climate Normals data were obtained from the

Environment Canada web link2 . A set of Mattab code was written and used,

shown in the appendix C.1, to calculate monthly means and plot them against

climate normals.

CRCM data from the 1975-1984 are compared with the Climate Normals data

from the 1961-1990. Results are compared for three locations covering a large

transect which includes a large portion of Manitoba transportation infrastruc-

ture. These sites are Winnipeg International Airport (49o54'N, 97'74'W), Bran-

don Airport (49o55'N, 99'57'W) and Thompson Airport (55'48'N, 97"52'W).

Figure 1.2 shows a comparison of average monthly climatic conditions for pre-

cipitation (--), temperature ('C) and humidity (Specific Humidity3 kg/kg) for

these three locations.
lCRCM data has been updated recently, data can be downloaded from the web link http:

/ /vwu . cccma. bc. ec. gc. ca/ ,
2Climate normals can be do*'nloaded from the web link http:,//www.nsc.ec .gc.ca/
3Specific Humidity (g) is calculated from observed station pressure (p) and vapor pressure

(e) using the formula [Specific Humidity (kelke) : 0.622 x e/(p - 0.378 x e)]
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Figure 1.2 suggested a warm temperature bias in the CRCM results for cur-

rent conditions that is as high as 5oC during summer months. This bias is also

seen in the humidity results which indicate a much wetter air mass than ob-

served for the period. This over-prediction of humidity is an offshoot of warmer

temperature which is able to support a larger vapor mass because of the higher

energetics. Precipitation results are also inconsistent with observed normals.

Rainfall is under-predicted in the fall and early winter and over-predicted in the

spring and early summer. This over prediction is more dramatic for the Brandon

and Thompson data sets. Caga and Bi,ner (2004) studied internal variability

of RCM over an annual cycle by doing a small ensemble set of three one-year
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simulations with the Canadian RCM. Comparison of root mean square difference

between each pair of the ensemble showed distinct seasonal variations. In winter,

all simulations result in small differences, while in summer large discrepancies

arises between ensemble pairs for relative humidity and precipitation fields. This

result corresponds similarly to the findings presented in Figure 1.2.

While the lack of agreement in current conditions is a cause of concern, spatial

patterns that can develop as part of a fine resolution model can provide important

insight into local impacts such as those required for transportation infrastructure.

Flom the perspective of climate change scenario, the project objective was to

make direct use of the CRCM simulations to determine fine scale local impacts

on transportation infrastructure. FYom the above discussion and from Figure 1.2,

it can be seen that even under current climate conditions, monthly simulations

compare poorly with measured station data. Additionally, in order to calculate

stream flow peaks for bridge crossings with any degree of confidence it is neces-

sary to have higher temporal resolution rainfall data than is available from the

monthly CRCM summaries. Initial inquiries for obtaining high temporal resolu-

tion climate simulations was not successful. As a result, the study embarked in

a new direction to generate high resolution (spatial and temporal) climate data

from coarse scale GCM data using nested grid modeling, which shows promising

results for regional climate analysis (e.g. Di.cki,nson et ø1. (1989), Giorgi, et al.

(1ee3)).

GCMs are able to simulate the processes and interactions which define the

climate of a region. They represent the broad features of current climate well and

can reproduce the observed large-scale changes in climate over the recent past.

Hence, they can be used with some confidence to give predictions of the response

of climate to current and future activities. GCMs make predictions at a relatively



coarse scale of a few hundred kilometers, but to study the impacts of regional

climate change, one needs to add detail to the coarse-scale GCM information.

Two methodologies, i) statistical downscaling and ii) dynamic downscaling, have

emerged to provide this added detail for impact assessment (Varis et a1.,2004).

The statistical downscaling technique uses observations of todays climate to

derive relationships between large-scale climate variables (e.g. surface pressure

and atmospheric temperature), and the surface climate at point locations (e.g.

precipitation measured by a rain gauge). These relationships are then applied to

the GCM simulation in order to obtain the change in the local-scale variabìe of

interest. It is assumed that relationships developed from the climate of the recent

past will be applicable to the altered climate of the future. This is ofben cited

as a criticism of the statistical downscaling approach (PRECIS,2002). On the

other hand, the review of statistical downscaling techniques by 'lron Storch et al.

(2000) show advantages of this technique being computationally inexpensive and

flexible to be crafbed for specific purposes.

A second method to obtain downscaled climate predictions is to use nested,

limited area models (LAMs) or regional climate models (RCMs) (Vans et al.,

2004). Careful efforts have been made to examine the possibilities of using the

Canadian RCM data directly in this study. Howevet, the results, shown in frgure

1.2, were judged to be insufficient to assess climate change impacts for trans-

portation infrastructure. On the other hand Rzsso and, Zack (1997) suggested

dynamical linking of GCMs and mesoscale model to downscale GCM output

to the regional and local scale. They concluded that GCMs data coupled with

meso-scale models can produce improved simulations especially in terms of scale

and detail. Computer lesources required to run a mesoscale model is expen-

sive. Large volumes of forcing data needed to drive the model and output need



expensive storage to axchive. These are consideÌed a nìajor linitation of the

âppIoâch.

A number of mesoscale meteorological models rvele identified as potential can-

didates for climate dorvnscaling. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

model (,9Àamøro ck et a\.,2004), Mesoscale Model (lvfM5)(Dudhia et aL,2004),

the Canadian À¡fesoscale Complessible Community model (MC2) (Laprise et al.,

1997), and Regional Atmosphelic lt4odeling System (RAMS) (RAMS-ManuaI)

rvere all considered and each of these ale capable of solving the complex at-

rnospheric processes. Tlie possibility of using the Canadian mesoscale meteoro-

logical model, MC2, rvas investigated in greater detail. Although MC2 sclipts,

binalies, and libralies are designed to be used on UNIX-like computeìs, some

auxiliary pÌograms are only available in binaly format. N,fC2a officially supports

trvo alchitectules: i) SGI machines running IRIX 6.5 ol later (R5000 / R10000

or later plocessors) and ii) X86 type processols running under Linux RedHat

7.3* (other similar Linux releases are also likely to rvork). As the University of

Manitoba does not suppolt a.r'chitectures within the available lesealch facilit¡

it rvas decided to use the Pennsylvania State University / National Centel for'

Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) meso-scale model, knorvn as N4N45. The

MM5 rnodeling system softrva'e is freely plovided and very rvell suppolted by

the Mesoscale Prediction Group in the Mesoscale and lt4icroscale Meteorology

Division, National Center fol Atmospheric Resealch (NCAR). This model is

compatible rvith the University of Manitoba's computational resealch facility.

Cliurate change impacts on transportation iùfrastructule is one of the plime

intelests of the study. Climate change may affect the planning, design, construc-

aDescribecì in the follorving link of lvtC2 version 4.9.8 - InstÂllation proce-
dure, http r //coltaborat ioI¡ , cmc, ec. gc. ca/6cience/rpn. coÐD/!¡iki /doku . php?1d=nc2 |

Ec2\-i.nstaltation accessed on August, 2005



tion, maintenance and operation of transportation infrastructure. A closer look

at elements of climate variables (e.g. temperature, precipitation, etc.) related

to hazards such as permafrost degradation, freeze-thaw index change, etc., af-

fected by anthropogenic climate change is presented and discussed in the later

part of the study. Out of many variables produced by the climate model in the

study, emphasis is given to surface temperature, relative humidity, precipitation,

evaporation (latent heat flux), and surface runoff data produced by the model to

present applications related to transportation infrastructure. While most climate

studies focus on atmospheric impacts due to anthropogenic change, this study

was designed to address engineering problems, especially impacts on transporta-

tion infrastructure.

It had been originally intended to use representative years 7975 - 1984 as one

times COz and 2040 - 2049 with doubìe COz to develop climate change scenarios

for impact assessment on transportation infrastructure. Due to constraints in

computational resources and time, this study is limited to a one year run of

one times CO2 representing year 1978 and a one year run of two times CO2

representing year 2044. Selected years are primarily a year within the CCCma

supplied data range corresponding to the above mentioned range. No special

attention was given to separate these years from natural variability of climate

like El Niño.

In this study, a one year validation run is performed where two simulated

surface variable showed acceptable agreement with the station data. A one year

validation run is inadequate to identify average model biases, as a result climate

runs could not be corrected for these biases. During climate change scenario de-

velopment, one year of present climate and one year of future climate simulation

is used, which is not sufficient to represent the climatological average of present



and future climate. Therefore,

future climate change.

results should not be taken to reflect average

I.2 Objective

There are two broad objectives of this study :

1. Develop a climate change scenario to identify local impacts by dynamic

downscaling using a limited area mesoscale model.

2. Use of climate change scenarios to identify local impacts on elements of

transportation infrastructure in Manitoba.

Under objective 1, PSU/NCAR meso-scale model MM5 is used as a dynamic

downscaling tool. GCM output mentioned in Section 4.3 is used as initial and

lateral boundary conditions to develop spatially detailed climatological simula-

tions over the region of interest.

Under objective 2, MM5 simulated results are used to develop the hydro-

logic response of a selected region and to present an outline of research to assess

the sensitivity of permafrost-affected infrastructure and its components (such as

pavement, foundation, and bridges) to present climate trends and to develop

future climate change scenarios. These change scenarios are used to assess pre-

cise changes in freeze thaw cycle or in thermal modeling in conjunction with

geotechnical data to assess the potential impact of thawing on both the con-

tinuous and discontinuous permafrost zones) which is an objective of the larger

project described in Doenng et al. (2003).



1.3 Thesis Structure

Following the problem statement and objective of the study, readers will be

presented with a comprehensive literature review. Chapter 2 reviews essential

background information on climate change, construction of climate change sce-

narios and use of a mesoscale model as a tool for downscaling. A discussion

of PSU/NCAR mesoscale modeÌ MM5 and its set-up is presented in Chapter

3. Chapter 4 contains a detailed description of data used for calibration and

climate runs, as well as how ASCII format GCM data is converted for use in

the model. Chapter 5 contains a description of program module modifications

and compilation. Model application calibration, optimization, and validation are

presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 talks about climate runs and comparison of

its different output variables, and also presents an outline of research in trans-

portation infrastructure. Finally, conclusions and future research avenues are

discussed in Chapter 8. At the end, basic shell script files, those that mostly

controls compilation and configuration of the MM5 model modules, are attached

in the appendix followed by program utilities written to convert and manage

huge datasets required for the model.
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Chapter 2

Background

Literature relevant to the objective of the study is reviewed here to build a

knowledge base from similar studies that have been done to date. The review

begins with the discussion of climate and its change, followed by the development

of change scenarios, and frnally dynamic downscaling of climate data using a

meso-scale model.

2.L Climate Change

The Earth experiences changes in its climate continuously. Climate changes

can be initiated by external factors forcing the climate system. These cìimate

forcings include natural factors such as changes in Earth's orbit, changes in so-

lar output, sunspot cycles, volcanic eruptions, as well as human activities, such

as production of greenhouse gases, aerosols, and modification of the landuse.

Due to enormous increases in population and the advancement in the technol-

ogy founded on carbon-based fuels, there may be a significant change in global

climate. Climate change is directly linked to the increase in the greenhouse gas
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concentration) caused by human activities (Houghton et aL,IPCC 2001: Chapter

1). Over the last century it is understood that forcing of the'climate system'by

human activities greatly exceeded changes in forcing caused by natural events.

Climate is the average state of the atmosphere observed as the weather over

a finite time period (.,g. u season) for a number of years. Thus, we can speak

of the climate of a day-night cycle, month, season, year, decade or even longer

period. Climate is usually defined by the mean state together with measures

of variability or fluctuations (.Schnei,der,7992, Chapter 1). It includes variables

such as temperature, humidity, windiness, cloudiness, and precipitation. The

climate is usually thought of in terms of atmospheric variables but it depends on

all of the components that interact together to form part of the 'climate system'

(Haruey,2000).

While dealing with climate change over longer periods, Houghton and Morel

(1984) suggested, considering the atmosphere alone is not sufficient; all compo-

nents of the 'climate system' have to be considered. The 'climate system' can be

defined as a set of components that feedback on one another and influence the

system as a whole. The 'climate system' has been described in Houghton et al.,

(IPCC 2001: Chapter 1) and Houghton and Morel (1984) as follows:

1. The atmosphere, which comprises the earth's gaseous envelope, is the most

rapidly changing part of the system.

2. The hydrosphere, which stores and transports large quantities of energy

and dissolve carbon dioxide. Its components comprise all liquid surfaces

and subterranean water, both fresh water of rivers, lakes and aquifers, and

saline water of the oceans and seas.

3. The cryosphere, which comprises the continental ice sheets, mountain glaciers
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and snow fields, sea ice and permafrost.

4. The land surface, which includes the vegetation and soils which control

how energy is received from the Sun and returned to the atmosphere.

5. The biosphere, the envelope of life, has a major impact on the composition

of the atmosphere. It plays a central role in the carbon cycle, and in the

budgets of many other gases, such as methane and nitrous oxide.

Knowledge of the components of 'climate system', including their interaction and

change mechanisms, are important to understand. Climate prediction is fairly

complicated as there are complex interactions between these evolving compo-

nents of the 'climate system'. Interactions occur in many different ways including

physicaì, chemical and biological processes within the various components of the

climate system on a wide range of space and time scales. Climate interactions

are often referred to as 'feedbacks'. Some of these act to amplify (positive feed-

back) variations within the system while others act to dampen them (negative

feedback). Important examples of feedback tisted by Houghton and Morel (1984)

are shown below:

1. Ice-albedo: Ice or snow covered surface reflect away nearly all the incident

solar radiation leading to further cooling of the surface. If melting occurs

over part of the cover, absorption of solar radiation will increase) warm-

ing the underlying land or water, leading to further melting - a positive

feedback.

2. Water vapor-radiation: Increases in temperature lead to an increase in

water vapor. This vapor acts as a radiation blanket over the surface which

further increase the surface temperature - a positive feedback.
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3. Cloud-radiation: Increased surface temperature leads to increased water

vapor content which can result in an increase in cloud cover. However, in-

creased cloud cover reduces solar radiation reaching the surface - a negative

feedback.

According to estimates generated by current climate models, more than half of

the warming expected in response to human activities will arise from feedback

mechanisms internal to the climate system, and less than half will be a direct

response to external factors, such as green house gases, etc. There is a need to

better understand these processes and to identify their relative contribution to

observed climate change (NRC, 2003).

2.2 Evolution of Climate Change Study

In recent decades, increases in computing po\Mer have allowed the development

of models of the climate system. These models have increased in sophistica-

tion to help explain our understanding of climate processes and predict how it

may change in the future. First generation General Circulation Models (GCMs)

were very simplified and represented interaction between climate components and

feedbacks at a very coarse spatial resolution of approximately 800 km. Second

generation models captured greater process detail, including improved represen-

tation of the land surface processes, as well as, increasing their spatial resolu-

tion. By the 1990s, third generation models were built with GCMs linked to

three dimensional ocean models. Generally, climate models are used to solve the

three-dimensional, time-dependent equations based on the laws of conservation

mass, energy, and momentum. By coupling the models of the atmosphere, the

ocean and the land surface together, interplay between the components of the
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'climate system' can be used to make predictions of future change. In addition

to steady-state climates produced by anthropogenic forcings, they are able to

simulate transient climate change, or in other words, the behavior of the cli-

mate system as it adapts to annual increases in greenhouse gas concentrations

(Slt epherd and M cGznn, 2003).

Currently, the highest resolution GCMs have spatial resolutions of the order

of.2.5o latitude (approximately 250 km) and 3.75o longitude (approximately 350

km) and temporal resolutions of approximalely 20 minutes. Output from these

models is generally only available as decadal length series of monthly means or

totals. There is a demand for higher resolution information for climate impact

and adaptation study. Application of high resolution climate change scenarios

have been used in many different sectors. However, such higher resolution output

is beyond that currently achievable for climate timescale simulations with GCMs

alone (Laprise et aL,1998). Because the focus of impact and adaptation study

tends to be regional rather than global in extent, an opportunity exists to add

detail to coarse scale GCM simulations through downscaling.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are several downscaling methods to provide

regional detail to GCM data. Varzs et al. (2004), in addition to statistical and

dynamic downscaling, also describes a novel approach, which combines these two

traditionaì methods.

Statistical downscaling techniques offer the advantages of being computation-

ally inexpensive and of providing local information that is needed in many impact

applications. Their empirical nature has the added advantage that they may be

flexibly crafted for specific purposes. However, this empiricism also leads to a

major disadvantage which relates to the transferability of current climate regime

relationships into the future (uon Storch et a\.,2000). Wi,Iby et al. (1999) applied
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statistical downscaling techniques on raw GCM output by establishing empirical

relationships between grid-box scale circulation indices (such as divergence) and

sub-grid scale surface predictands (such as precipitation), as a practical means

of bridging the spatial differences.

Varis et al. (200{ describes dynamic downscaling techniques using nested

regional models. This method originated from numerical weather prediction and

was first used for climate applicationsby Dicki,nson et ø1. (1989) in the late 1980s

and became known as Regional Climate Models (RCMs). RCMs, can provide

high resolution output on the order of 10 km. Additionally, RCMs are able

to produce multi-decadal simulations and describe climate feedback mechanisms

that act at the regional scale. Nested RCMs are driven by time-dependent lateral

meteorological conditions and surface boundary conditions derived from GCMs

and require a set of initial conditions to start simulations. In principle, the main

limitation of nested RCMs are the inheritance of systematic errors in the driving

fields provided by global models, and its computational expense (Vari's et aI.,

2004).

Recent improvements and developments of computer technology have reduced

computational expense significantly. Recent RCMs have introduced multiple

nesting and can be coupled with'land surface models (LSM)'and'lake and

hydrology models'. The effects of domain size, resolution, boundary forcing

and internal model variability in RCM are now better understood (Varis et al.,

2004). Results from several studies (Di,ckinson et al. (1989), Gzorgi et aI. (7993))

indicate that Regional Climate Models (RCM) can achieve higher resolution

climate simulations at an affordable computational cost. To take advantage of the

recent development, RCM technology was adapted as a mechanism for climate

downscaling in the study 'climate change impact assessment on transportation
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infrastructure' that requires high resolution output in northern Manitoba where

existing climate stations are sparse.

2.3 Climate Change Scenario

The goal of the study is to assess climate change impacts on Manitoba's trans-

portation infrastructure. A climate change scenario can be used as input into

an impact assessment to provide an estima,te of change that may occur in the

future.

Climate change scenario can be defined as "coherent, i,nternally cons'istent

and plausi,ble descri,pti,on of possi.ble future state of the world". This scenario

definition was put forward in an Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) technicaÌ report in 1994. There are number of methods available for the

construction of climate change scenarios and these are; i) Synthetic, ii) Analogue,

iii) Global Climate Model (GCM). However, the first two categories of scenarios

do not conform with the definition of climate change scenario sited earlier as they

are not derived from physically plausible changes, but they have some other uses.

So, GCMs are most useful tools for constructing climate change scenarios which

are internally consistent and physically plausible.

Climate change experiments can be divided into two types: equilibrium ex-

periments and transient experiments. Equilibrium climate change experiments

simulate the response of cìimate to an instantaneous increase (usually doubling

or quadrupling) of CO2 concentration and contain no information about when

in the future the resultant climate will be realized. These experiments use an

atmospheric GCl\4 coupled to a slab-ocean (i.e. the ocean is represented by a

shallow layer that represents the zone of mixing). Advancements in computing
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technology have made it possible to couple a three dimensional ocean model

with an atmosphere model and to run transient GCM experiments. In these

experiments, the ocean and atmosphere models are run separately (the 'spin-up'

process) and then coupled together. In transient climate change experiments,

3D coupled models simulates the time dependent response of climate with time

dependent increases in greenhouse gas (GHG)/ COz. In these experiments the

thermal inertia of the oceans slows the climate response to the forcing and a

more realistic evolution of the climate is obtained (Viner et a1.,1995).

No single forcing or emission scenario can be regarded as an accurate pre-

diction of the state of future climate change. A scenario merely represents one

possible outcome of how the climate will respond to the change in atmospheric

composition. Many other outcomes may be possible (Viner et al., 1995). Con-

sidering this fact, IPCC in 1992 prescribed, and later in 1995 modified, future

global warming scenarios for all of the main greenhouse gases. There are now six

scenarios, IS92a to IS92f. Most GCM experiments to date have used a 'business-

as-usual' scenario (IS92a) describing the evolution of future emissions of green-

house gases and sulphate aerosols into the atmosphere. CCCma is using the

IS92a scenario. IS92a has been used widely in climate change impact studies

(Centella et a1.,7999) and IS92a scenario is selected for this study.

2.4 Downscaling using Limited Area Models

Climate change scenarios derived directly from GCM output are insufficient in

terms of spatial and temporal resolution for local impact assessment. The repre-

sentation of orography, coast-line, lakes, and land surface characteristics is much

simplified in GCMs when compared with reality. There is significant loss of some
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of these characteristics, already acknowledged by scientists, which have impor-

tant influences on regional climate. Different studies (Giorgi, and Bates (1989),

Di,ckinson et al. (1989),Russo and Zacl4 (1997),Gi.orgi. and Mearns (1999)) sug-

gested the dynamic downscaling technique, in which regional information can be

produced from data generated by GCMs, to bridge the gap between the different

spatial and temporal resolution of schemes in these simplified global models.

A limited area model (LAM) nested within a larger GCM can be used to

dynamically downscale a specific region. The LAM is forced at its lateral bound-

aries by the GCM and can optionally be nudged in the interior of its domain as

well. Using an appropriate grid spacing, LAMs can capture the effects of local

surface heterogeneity well. LAMs have proven their utility in short-term numer-

ical weather prediction for several decades. When a LAM is run for a long-term

integration (several weeks or more) it is a regional climate model (RCM). Many

LAMs originally designed for numerical weather prediction have been adapted as

RCMs, such as MM5, and RAMS (Chase et a1.,2003). Dzclnnson et al. (7989),

for the frrst time, applied a numerical weather prediction model for long-term

climate simulations as a downscaling tool for improving the spatial resolution

of GCM output. Gi,orgi, et aI. (7993) also supported the concept of a RCM as

a dynamic downscaling tool to achieve higher resolution climate simulations to

capture local effects.

Russo and Zaclc (1997) mentioned several advantages in using a limited area,

mesoscale model as a downscaling technique for improving the spatial resolution

of GCM output.

o First, the finer-scale atmospheric processes that describe the transfer of

heat, momentum and moisture in the lower atmosphere are already ac-

counted for in a mesoscale model.
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Second, a limited-area, mesoscale model can be applied selectively to those

geographic regions where a decision must be made in the future.

Third, a LAM can stimulate a wide range of weather and weather-dependent

variables that are more appropriate for a particular decision at a specific

location.

Fourth, a LAM is a proven approach that gives realistic representations of

regional weather patterns that are compatible with the present-day expe-

rience.

o Fifbh, and most important, the GCM output used to describe upper-air

circulation patterns can serve as compatible input for LAMs.

The Pennsylvania State University / National Center for Atmospheric Research

(PSU/NCAR) mesoscale model (known as MM5) is a limited-area, non-hydrostatic,

terrain-following sigma-coordinate model that is used for this study. In this sec-

tion and the following sections, discussions will be focused on PSU/NCAR MM5,

release 3-7 of version 3, Justification of selecting the MM5 model in this study

is discussed in section 1.1

2.4.L Using LAMs in Climate Mode

LAMs are extensively used in numerical weather prediction and to study mesoscale

atmospheric systems. Generally, LAMs numerical weather prediction simulations

are used for a few days in length. It became clear only afber the work done by

Gi,orgi, and Bates (1989) that long-term continuous LAM simulations are pos-

sible. It is important to define the long-term simulation within the context of

regional climate modeling. Tladitionally, a LAM is intended to operate in "cli-
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mate mode" when the simulation time exceeds that typical of weather prediction,

i.e. 3-5 days. An alternate and more careful definition is that a LAM is run in

"climate mode" when the simulation length exceeds the spin-up time, which

is of the order of several days for the atmospheric components, but can be a

little longer for surface components (Gi,orgi' and Mearns, 1999). Spin-up time

allowed in this study is mentioned in section 2.4.4. Chen et aL (2003a) in their

stud¡ used the PSU/NCAR limited area model, MM5, for climate runs. They

inter-compare two models for long-term climate runs of ten years (for present

1990-1999 and close to double CO2 2090-2099) over North America and found

good agreement between model simulations. Considering this fact, during the

climate run performed for the study, MM5 is initialized only once, in the begin-

ning of the model run, using model variables which is discussed in section 5.3,

and allowed to run for a year.

An advantage of long-term climate simulations is that the model is free to

develop its own internal circulations. In that way) a simulation is more represen-

tative of a model's internal climatology. AIso, a long-term simulation allows a

better equilibrium, discussed later section2.4.4, between the model climate and

surface components (e.g., hydrology) and better detection of systematic defrcien-

cies in the internal model physics (Gi'orgi, and Mearns, 1999).

2.4.2 Model Domain and Resolution

The choice of model domain and resolution is very important while setting up a

regional model run. MM5 runs over limited-area domains and is driven by time-

dependent large-scale meteorological frelds specified in a buffer area adjacent to

the domains lateral boundaries. During a long-term climate run, after a spin-

up period, the solution in the interior of a domain is essentially the result of
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a dynamical equilibrium between lateral boundary forcing and internal model

forcing. Thus, the solution of a limited-area model depends on the location with

respect to the lateral boundaries, the domain size and the model resolution.

The model domain should be large enough to allow full development of inter-

nal model mesoscale circulation and relevant regional forcing, and the resolution

should be fine enough to adequately capture the scale and effect of such forcings

(e.g. topography). On the other hand, increases in model domain and reflnement

in model resolution will increase computational time (Gi,orgi, and Mearns, 1999).

Increases in computational time is approximately proportional to the third power

of the increase in horizontal resolution, since the model time step decreases with

the grid point spacing. According to the MM5 user manual, the convention of

setting the time step (seconds) in MM5 is, approximately three times that of the

horizontal grid spacing (Dudhi,a et a\.,2004, User manual).

Seth and Gi.orgi, (1997) also advised to place boundaries well outside the

region of influence of physical processes that occur in a limited area model domain

interior. A region of influence must be estimated for individual applications so

that the boundaries must be far enough away from the internal processes so they

will not interfere with the response of the model solution.

individual applications demand careful consideration of domain choice and

resolution in regional climate study. In this study, the model's coarse domain is

set to cover North America and nested down to the region of interest, Manitoba.

Model domains are shown in section 3.1.

2.4.3 Model Physics

Considerable advances have been made in the understanding of physical processes

and feedbacks in the climate system. This has led to a better representation of
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Figure 2.1: Interaction of model parameterizations (Dudhi,a et aL,2004, User manual)"

uThe user is granted the right to use this Site for any non-profit, training, research, or

educational purpose whatsoever - and not for any direct or indi¡ect commercial purpose or ad-

vantage; Terms of use notice available on http: //t¿ww. ucar. edu,/legal,/terms-of -use . shtrol,

processes in numerical climate models, which have become increasingly more

comprehens\ve (Houghton et o,I.l IPCC 2001: Chapter 7). Most regional climate

models include advanced representation of all important physics components.

The physics components are comprised of specialized schemes : radiative trans-

fer - the input of solar radiation and the emission and absorption of terrestrial

radiation, resolvable scale and convective cloud and precipitation process, bound-

ary layer, and surface physics processes (Peiroto and, Oort,1991, Chapter 17)'

Different physics schemes are described in the following subsections and interac-

tion of MM5 model schemes are sho\Mn in figure 2.1
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Radiation Scheme

Radiative heating of the atmosphere and cloud radiative effects rvere very crudeÌy

represented in early mesoscale models. The primary reason is that, in a mesoscale

event, radiative heating rates are small compared to advective and condensational

heating. in a long-term climate run, advective and condensational heating aver-

ages out and becomes more comparable to radiative heating, which is considered

a significant component in present advanced mesoscle models. An advanced rapid

and accurate radiative transfer model (RRTM) developed by Mlauer et al. (1997)

is used with the MM5 model during the climate run. This scheme takes into ac-

count the detailed absorption spectrum of water vapor, CO2, ozone' methane,

nitrous oxide, and the common halocarbons.

Cumulus Scheme

The cumulus parameterization is considered to be one of the most chaìlenging

aspects of numerical modeling for climate prediction. The parameterization of

cumulus convection has been performed using many different schemes. Peiroto

and Oort (1991, Chapter 17) classified these schemes into three main types: a.

convective adjustment schemes (Manabe et aI., 1965) b. moisture convergence

schemes (Kuo,1974), c. complex adjustment schemes (Arakawa and Schubert,

7974; Fritsch and Chappell,7980; Kai,n and Fritsch, 1993). The first two types

are relatively old and simple, and not very popular today. The complex adjust-

ment scheme incorporates the effects of an ensemble of cumulus clouds and their

interactions. In this scheme, the cloud formation is assumed to be the net prod-

uct of rising buoyant air, the entrainment of air into the cÌouds, the detrainment

from the clouds, and the subsidence outside the clouds.
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During this study, the complex adjustment type, Kai,n and Frztsch. (1993)

scheme is used, which is later updated by Kain (2004). Kain and Fritsch scheme

was derived from the Fri,tsch and Chappe¿l (1980) scheme. The fundamental

framework and closure assumptions are describ edby Fritsch and Chappell (7980).

This scheme predicts both updrafb and downdraft properties and also detrains

cloud and precipitation. The cloud radius, which controls the maximum possible

entrainment/detrainment rate, is specified to vary as a function of subcloud-

Iayer convergence (Kain,2004). This scheme is currently the most advanced

convective scheme available for LAMs.

Boundary Layer Scheme

The layer of the atmosphere which is responsible for the interaction of the at-

mosphere with the Earth's surface is the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The

thickness of the PBL varies considerably from some tens of meters to one or two

kilometers. Over land, the depth of the PBL changes with the time of day in

response to the durinal heating and cooling cycle (Pei.roto and Oort,I99I, Chap-

ter 10.3). The PBL is responsible for surface forcings like; the exchange of heat,

momentum, moisture, and chemical species and hence is an important part of

the climate system. Each of these forcings generates turbulence of various-sized

eddies, which can be as deep as the boundary layer itself, or may be lying on top

of each other.

The Mesoscale Model, MM5, has several options for parameterizing the PBL.

During this study, the Medium Range Forecast (MRF) scheme is used to deter-

mine the PBL. The method uses a first-order vertical diffusion scheme. There

also exists, Tboen and Mahrt representation, a diagnostically determined PBL

height that uses the Bulk-Richardson approach to iteratively estimate a PBL
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height starting from the ground upward. Once the PBL height is determined,

the profile of the coefficient of diffusivity is specified as a cubic function of the

PBL height. The actual values of the coefficients are determined by matching

with the surface-layer fluxes. There is also a counter-gradient flux parameteriza-

tion that is based on the fluxes at the surface and the convective velocity scale

(Hong and Pan,1996).

Explicit Moisture Scheme

In limited area models, phase changes of water occur as mesoscale and/or subgrid-

scale circulations lifb moisture above its condensation level. As water falls out or

detrains from clouds, a process of evaporation begins again. The presence of wa-

ter as solid, liquid, and gas requires that the complete form of the conservation

equations for water be included in a mesoscale limited area model (Pi,elkeSr.,

2002, Chapter 9).

A recent study carried out by Hong et al. (2004) shows the importance of

microphysical processes, and also their improvement to cloud cover. They rec-

ommended improved treatment of micro-physics in cloud-scale, mesoscale, and

general circulation models,

MM5 has eight different explicit moisture schemes to use with version 3 of

the model. During this study, the simple ice scheme developed by Dudhia (1989)

is used. The simple ice scheme includes both liquid and ice processes, but there

are no mixed-phase processes. The scheme assumes that supercooled liquid is

not permitted to exist and there is immediate melting of snow below the freezing

level. The scheme includes prognostic equations for the specifrc humidity of water

vapor (Q,), cloud water (Q"), cloud ice (8¿), rain water (Q'), and snow (Q"). The

illustration of the simple ice scheme shown in figure 2.2. The parameterization
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of Simple Ice Scheme developed by
et a\.,2004, User manual)"

Dudhi.a, captured from (Dud,h,i,a

oThe user is granted the right to use this Site for any non-profit, training, research, or
educational purpose whatsoever - and not for any direct or indirect commercial purpose or ad-
vantage; Terms of use notice available on http: //wr,rw. ucar. edu/Iega1 /terms-of -use . shtnl.

accounts for the effects of autoconversion of cloud ice (water) to snow (rain),

accretion of cloud ice (water) by snow (rain), deposition/sublimation of cloud

ice, and evaporation of rainwater. Cloud hydrometeors are assumed to have zero

terminal fall velocity. This scheme achieves better computational efficiency by

using a lookup table (mentioned in later section 3.3.4 ) during calculation of the

production terms.

Surface Scheme

Land has a dual role in the climate system. First, it is the lower boundary of

the atmosphere, exchanging moisture, momentum, and heat. Secondly, human

existence is almost exclusively dependent on the state of the land surface. As a

lower boundary condition, the land may in some ways be less important than the

oceans. On the other hand, land is more variable and changeable than the oceans

for many important process, most importantly through moisture exchange. The
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fraction of solar radiation reflected varies with the type of surface cover, and

vegetation and soil. These issues are becoming of interest to climate model-

ers to describe land's climate role to determine the impacts of climate change

(Dzclnnson, 1992, Chapter 5).

It has been widely accepted for more than a decade that land surface processes

and their modeling play an important role, not only in large-scale atmospheric

models, but also in regional and mesoscale atmospheric models. In early mesoscale

models, the land-surface processes were either absent or given a prescribed duri

nal cycle of surface heat fluxes and surface temperature. Early attempts used

very simple Land Surface Models (LSMs) that did not account for the effect

of vegetation, and the coupled mesoscale models ignored the spatial distribu-

tion of land use, soil type, and seasonality of vegetation because of the lack of

data. As mesoscale models improve their physics schemes and horizontal reso-

lution with continuing development of computational power, implementation of

advanced LSMs becomes possible by capturing the mesoscale structure at small

scales forced by topography, soiì moisture, snowpack, surface vegetation and soil

characteristics (Chen et al., 2007).

There are a number of surface schemes that can be used within MM5. During

this study, the Noah land surface model and a five layer force-restore soil model

have been used. The Noah model, developed by oregon state university (osu),

was the LSM in the MM5 version 3.5. In MM5 version 3.6, the OSU LSM

was updated and renamed as Noah LSM, which is a unifred model between

the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA).

Recently this model was updatedby Ek et al. (2003). The Noah LSM is one of the

many evolving community-based land surface models. This model is periodically
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updated on the NCEP rveb site (online at f tp : / /ftp. ncep. noaa . gov/pub/ gcp/

ldas/noahlsn/). The Noah LSM is capable of predicting soil moisture and

temperature in four layers (a thin 10-cm top layer, a second root zone layer

of 20 cm, a deep root zone of 60 cm, and a subroot zone of 100 cm) as well

as canopy moisture and water equivalent snow depth. It also outputs surface

and underground run-off accumulations. This LSM makes use of vegetation and

soil type in prediction of evapotranspiration, and simulates processes such as

soil conductivity and gravitational moisture flux. The Noah LSM also includes

processes to handle snow cover, predict physical snow depth, and frozen soil

effects.

Hogue et al. (2005) showed in their recent study that the Noah model accu-

rately reproduces the sensible heat, ground heat, and ground temperature obser-

vations. However, latent heat flux values did not reproduce very well especially

during the very significant monsoon period. The reason for poor latent heat flux

performance in the Noah model is due to a strong dependence on the seasonal

greenness fraction value that varies due to changes in vegetation phenology. The

Noah model may have a similar response in the prairies because of fully active

vegetation processes during summer. However, this investigation is beyond the

scope of the current study.

2.4.4 Boundary Conditions and Initial Conditions

Regional climate modeling is a boundary value problem, while weather prediction

is primariÌy defined as an initial value problem. The climatology of a regional cli-

mate model is determined by a dynamic equilibrium between two factors, i.e., the

information provided by the lateral boundary condition and the internal modeì

physics and dynamtcs (G'iorg'i and Mearns, 1999). The time taken by the lateral
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boundary information to pervade the model domain and generate the dynamic

equilibrium which is referred to as atmospheric spin-up time, discussed in section

2.4.7, varies depending on domain size and circulation strength, and is typically

a few days in length. In regional model simulations, after spin-up time, the

model solution oscillates around an asymptotic value, which generally changes

depending on the domain and region. When the asymptotic stage is reached,

model errors do not continue to grow and the lateral boundaries dominates the

simulation. At this point the model simulates weather events either entering

the domain from the lateral boundaries or generated from within the interior of

the domain with a relatively constant level of skill (Gi.orgi and Mearns, 1999).

Considering this fact, three days spin-up time has been selected for this study.

Wlrile the choice of model domain and resolution is discussed in section 2.4.2,

driving data resolution at the lateral boundaries has to be accounted for to

minimize abrupt changes in data resolution to avoid possible interpolation errors

and noise production. Multiple nesting is used in this experiment to decrease

the data resolution at the boundaries as MM5 has the capability of using nested

grid. 1\4M5 allows a ratio of 3 for two way nesting and a maximum of 10 for one

way nesting.

The time interval of lateral boundary forcing is an important concern. Tla-

ditionally, the interval of lateral boundary condition (LBC) update varies from 3

hours to 12 hours, and in general it is preferable not to choose boundary update

intervals greater that 72 hours. During winter, when the durinal variation is not

prominent, the model sensitivity to LBC update interval is less. During sum-

mer, when differential heating associated with the durinal cycle is prominent,

local overturning of mesoscale circulations over land is a concern. It is therefor

important that the LBC update should include at least an approximate repre-
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sentation of the durinal cycle. It is recommended that the update interval be at

least 6 hours. The importance of LBC update depends on domain and season,

so it is always advisable to assess the model sensitivity to the update frequency

and to use the highest frequency available (Giorgi and Mearns, 1999). Lateraì

boundary data used in the study is discussed in section 4.3, and are available at

a frequency of 6 hours.

The lateral boundary conditions of the outer domain of the MM5 model are

imposed using a so-called "relaxation" (inflow-outflow) scheme. This scheme

consists of applying a Newtonian term which drives the model solution toward

the large-scale driving fields over a lateral buffer zone. A frve cell thick buffer

layer all around the rectangular model domain are affected by the lateral bound-

ary conditions. The outermost layer (consisting of two rows and two columns)

is specified by the time-dependent boundary condition value. The next four

inner layers are relaxed toward the model values from boundary values, with

a relaxation constant that decreases linearly away from the boundary (Dudhi,a

et a1.,2004, User manual). This study is set for two inner nest domains where

time dependent lateral values are supplied from the outer parent domain. Time-

dependent lateral boundaries are also prescribed by Perkeg and Kreitzberg (7976)

for a limited-area model.

2.5 Applications

During the literature review, several papers were examined and categorized into

groups depending on the applications of regional climate model. A number of

papers examined future climate change either by using dynamic downscaling or

statistical downscaling and some of these also outlined inter-comparison between
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the two techniques. While these do not fit precisely with the discussion presented

in the rest of this Chapter, they are presented for completeness.

Laprise et al. (1998) describes downscaling of GCM data to a regional scale

using the Canadian Regional Climate Model. Chen et al. (2003b) used two re-

gional models to simulate future climate and made a comparison between them.

Shepherd and McGinn (2003) used statistical downscaling of GCM data to as-

sess climate change on the Canadian prairies and Mearns et al. (7999) compared

regional climate change scenarios produced by a semi-empirical statistical down-

scaling techniques and regional climate model experiments.

Some research also studied physical processes related to land surface-atmosph-

ere interactions and the hydrologic cycÌes. Xzu and Plezm (2001) developed and

implemented a land-surface model in the frflh-generation PSU/NCAR mesoscale

model (MM5) to respond to changing moisture and vegetation. Similarly Ek

et al. (2003) tested the "Noah" land surface model in MM5 with improvements,

especially in cold region processes. Hostler and Gi,orgi, (1993) investigated the

feasibitity of coupling regional climate models with landscape scale hydrologic

models for studies of the effects of climate on hydrology. Later, Chen and Dud-

hi,a (200I) implemented an advanced land-surface hydrology model in the frfth-

generation PSU/NCAR mesoscale model so that the model could be executed

for reaì-time atmospheric and hydrologic applications at different scales.

There are also developments in regional modeling focused on other compo-

nents of the climate system and those can be coupled together with regional

climate models. Running and Coughløn (1988) developed a general model of

forest ecosystem processes for regional application which describes canopy gas

exchange, hydrologic balance, and primary production processes. The arctic re-

gional climate model developed l:y Pi.nto et al. (1999) is especially designed for
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arctic regions. This model parameterizations of cloud radiation/ microphysics

and surface processes are augmented in order to apply the model simulations of

the arctic system. Another area of application is atmospheric tracer / aerosols.

Quzan and Giorgi, (1999) developed a full aerosol tracer model including direct

and indirect aerosol effect, interactively coupled with a regional climate model.

As computational ability increases, future research will also continue to bring

these different components of the climate system into the model to execute in

real-time.

Strong et al. (2002) studied the Mackenzie water budget, where atmospheric

water budget calculated from the Global Environmental Multiscale model (GEM)

is used compare water budget calculated from hydrologic models. Similarly, this

study's output will also be applied as input to applications) as mentioned in the

objective section 1.2, in climate change impact studies.
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Chapter 3

Configuring MM5

The model used in this study is the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University

/ Nationat Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) Mesoscale Model,

known as MM5, Release 3-6-3 (Dudh:ia et aI. , 2004) . MM5 is a limited-area, non-

hydrostatic, multiple nesting, terrain-following sigma-coordinate model designed

to simulate or predict mesoscale and regional-scale atmospheric circulation. This

model has portability to a wider range of computer platforms including OpenMP

and MPI1 systems. MM5 modeling system programs are divided into a few

independent program modules to perform separate preprocessing tasks before

running the model; these modules are TERRAIN, REGRID, RA\4lINS/1itt1e-r,

INTERPF and MM5. All these programs are independent and require separate

compilation and run time operations. A flow chart of the modeling system shown

in figure 3.1 describes the order of the program modules as well as the flow

of data through the modeling system. This experiment used MM5 in climate

mode that does not require direct observation, thus RAWINS/Iittl-e-r is not

used. The MM5 modeling system software is freely provided and supported by

tOpenMP is Open specifications for Multi Processing and MPI is Message-Passing
Interface
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Figure 3.1: MM5 modeling system flow chart

the Mesoscale Prediction Group in the Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology

Division of NCAR2. A detail description of the MM5 model conflguration in this

experiment is given in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Domain setting

The MMb model is set-up with three nested domains shown in figure 3.23. Do-

main information and its parameters are required to set-up TERRAIN, a preproces-

sor program module of MM$. Depending on the set-up, this program module

produces binary output files, TERRAIN-DOMAINx, where x is the domain identi-

fier, These are the terrestrial data files for each of the mesoscale domains used

by other program modules, such as REGRID, and MM5. TERRAIN also produces ad-

ditional dataa, which can be used by land surface schemes. A detail description

of TERRAIN set-up is shown in section 5.1.

2MM5 modeling system software can be downloaded from The University Corporation for
Atmospheric Research (UCAR) ftp site ; fl-p: / /f:-p.ucar. edu/nesouser/MM5V3/

3NCAR graphics is used to produce plots from the TERRAIN output. Used'idt TER'PLT

-background white' command to create this output.
aTERRAllg produces deep soil temperature, soil category, 12 monthly vegetation fraction and

land-water mask, if LSMDATA is set TRUE in terrain.deck.
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Figure 3.2: Domain set-up for the model

3.1.1 Coarse Domain

The course domain (Domain one) is centered at 47.5oN and 97.0'W and covers

the entire area in Figure 3.2. The grid horizontal resolution is 90 km. The

number of grids along north-south is 74 and east-west is 90. The coarse domain

is centered at Manitoba.

3.t.2 Nested Domains

The nested domain (Domain two) covers central North America with a horizontal

resolution of 30 km. The number of grids along north-south is 103 and east-west

is 130. The location of the (1,1) point of the frne mesh in the mother domain

(whiclr is Domain one) is 22 and 30 respectively. Domain two is set-up for two

way nesting.
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Nest domain three covers south and central Manitoba with a horizontal res-

olution of 10 km. The number of grids along north-south is 91 and east-west is

91. The location of the (1,1) point of domain three in the mother domain (which

is Domain two) is 52 and 26 respectively. Domain three is set-up for two way

nesting.

3.1-.3 Theory of Nesting

MM5 has the capability of multiple nesting with a maximum of nine domains

running at the same time. Nesting allows two way and one way interaction

between mother and child domain. In two way nesting, input from the coarse

mesh comes through its boundaries, while the feedback to the coarser mesh

occurs over the nest interior. Spatial nesting ratios are restricted to 3:1 for two

way interaction. In this experiment, domain three is setup for two way nesting

with domain two as the mother domain. In this nest, input is set to initialize

from the mother domain (domain two)5, which requires just a terrain/ land-use

input flle, and the meteorological fields are interpolated from the coarse mesh

and vertically adjusted to a new terrain. Domain two is setup for two way nesting

with domain one as the mother domain, and set up to initialize from a complete

set of supplied analysis data fi1e6. This supplied data allows the inclusion of

high-resolution topography and initial analysis in the nest'

In two-way nesting, interior values of terrain, land-use and other terrestrial

fields are overwritten as a feedback. This feedback is necessary to ensure that at

the coinciding grid points between the nests, the terrestrial values are identical

for all the domains and this is done from the finest nest domain down to the

sDomain three is set for I0VER\] = 2, a variable, options are set and defined in'mm5.deck'
6Coarse domain is set-up for IOVER = 1, which need lo'tINPUT file, generated by INTERPF

preprocessor module
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coarsest domain (Dudhi,a et a\.,2004, User manual).

3.L.4 Horizontal and Vertical Grid

The nrodel follows an Aralcawa and Lamb (1997) horizontal grid, B-staggering

of the velocity variables with respect to the scalars. Scalars are defrned at the

center of the grid square, while the east-west (u) and north-south (v) velocity

components are collocated at the corners.

The vertical coordinate of the model (ø) is terrain following where the lower

grid levels follow the terrain while the upper surface is flat. Intermediate levels

progressively flatten as the pressure decreases towards the chosen top pressure.

The models vertical resolution is defined by a list of variables between zero (at

the top) and one and not evenly spaced. Usually the resolution in the boundary

layer is much finer than above, and the number of levels varies (as defined by

the user between ten to forty).

All variables are defrned in the middle of each vertical layer, while vertical

velocity is carried at the full level. In defrning ìevels, it is the full levels that are

listed (defrned) including levels at zero and one. The number of model layers are

therefore always one less than the number of levels. There are 23 vertical levels

for the experiment, where bottom level is set at 1000 hPa at lowest pressure level

and top pressure level is set at 10 hPa.

3.2 Map Projections

A map projection is "a method by which the curved surface of the Earth is por-

trayed on a flat surface"(McCoy,2004). This generally requires a systematic

mathematical transformation of the Earth's graticule of lines of longitude and
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latitude onto a plane. The MM5 modeling system has three choices of map pro-

jections (e.g. Lambert Conformal, Polar Stereographic and Mercator). During

the study it is preferred to use Lambert Conformal projectionT with two paral-

lels, one at 30o North and another at 60o North. The latitude range is from -90o

South to 90o North. The negative latitude indicates the southern hemisphere.

The longitude range is from -180o West to 180' East. The negative longitude

indicates the western hemisphere.

3.3 MM5 Physics Options

MM5 can be run with different combination of physics options. A detailed review

of mesoscale model physics, in particular with the options of MM5 model physics

is discussed in the earlier chapter in section 2.4.3. In this section, discussion wiìl

be limited to the MMb physics options, mainly with the options used in this

experiment.

3.3.1 Radiation Scheme

MM5 has four atmospheric radiation schemes to choose from. The advanced

rapid radiative transfer model (RRTM) is used with Dudhia shortwave scheme

in this experiment. The radiation effects due to clouds are considered. The

radiation is computed every ten time steps of the model run. Time step is set

to 180 seconds in the model run. RRTM scheme is available with MM5 version

3.5 or later. NOAR-Community Climate Model 2 (CCM2) radiation scheme was

7In terrain.deck map projection is set to IPR0J = 'LAMC0N' and two parallels are set

at TRUELAT1 = 30 and TRUELAT2 = 60. Standard projection parameters for lambert confor-

mal and polar stereographic projection can be set by setting default value for TRUELAT1 and

TRUELAT2 is 91,0. In mercator projection, the true latitude can be defined by TRUELATI, and

by default the true latitude is always set at the equator.
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available with the earlier version of MM5.

The reason for choosing the RRTM scheme is that this scheme has improved

long wave (LW) parameterizations in simulating downward LW flux at the sur-

face. Guzchard et al. (1999) showed improvement of the surface energy budget

using RRTM L\ / radiation scheme over previously used CCM2 with MM5 in

their study.

3,3.2 Convection Parameterizations

The Kain-Fritsch (1993) scheme is used in this study, which is later updated by

Kai,n (2004). This schemes is selected for the coarse domain as well as the two

other nested domains. The reason for selecting the scheme is that this scheme

has the most sophisticated cloud model, including entrainment, detrainment,

and moist downdrafbs. This scheme has advanced trigger function based on

some set criteria, like cloud depth, by which the parameterization is activated.

Convection is triggered by convective available potential enelgy (CAPE) at a

specific grid point. Shallow (non-precipitating) convective cìouds are also allowed

and activated when the schemes cloud model determines that buoyant updrafts

can form but cannot reach the imposed minimum cloud depth for deep convection

(Kain,2004).

3.3.3 Planetary Boundary Layer/vertical Diffusion scheme

The Medium Range Forecast (MRF) Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) scheme

is used in conjunction with Noah LSM. MRF scheme is also known as Hong and

sCumulus parameterization is set to l{ain-FYitsch by setting ICUPA = "6,6,6" in

configure.user file,
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Pan (1996) PBL. All three domains including the coarse domain is sete to use

with MRF PBL. This PBL scheme calls either a five layer simple slab soil model

or can be used with a sophisticated land surface model (LSM). Vertical diffusion

uses an implicit scheme to allow longer time steps. Apart from other advantages

of MRF PBL, mentioned in the previous section 2.4.3, the reason for selecting

the MRF PBL is to use it with the Noah LSM.

3.3.4 Microphysics Scheme

A detail description of the simple ice scheme developed by Dudhi,a (1989) is given

in the literature review section 2.4.3 earlier. There are eight explicit moisture

schemes suggested in the MM5 user guide. The simple ice scheme is selected

and usedl0 in all model domains in this experiment. The reason for selecting the

scheme is that its simplified treatment of ice and snow and it is computationally

in-expensive. This idea has also been supported by Chzri'aco et al. (2005). They

studied four microphysics schemes used with MMS. They concluded that, the

"simple ice" scheme has striking skill with its degree of simplification, and has

the advantage of being computationally inexpensive.

3.3.5 Surface Scheme

Since Version 3.6 of MM5, the OSU LSM has been replaced by an updated ver-

sion of the model, known as the Noah LSM, which includes improvements from

NCEP, NCAR, and AFWA. A detail description of Noah LSM is given in the

previous literature review section 2.4.3. To run Noah LSM with MM5, it re-

eMRF PBL is set in conf igure.user file by setting IBLTYP = "5,5,5" in conjunction with
IS0IL = 2, which will call Noah LSM to use as surface scheme.

l0Explicit moisture schemes is set to simple ice in conf igure.user file by setting IMPHYS =

"4,4,4" and MPHYSTBL is set to 0, not to use use ìook-up tabìes for moist physics'
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quiïes additional inputs to initialize the model. TERRAIN program module (with

LSMDATA set to TRUE and VEGTYPE values set to 1 or 2) provides an annuaì-mean

deep soil temperature adjusted to model terrain elevation, a monthly climatologi-

cal vegetation fraction, dominant soil type, and dominant vegetation type in each

grid cell. Soil moisture and temperature at various depths, water-equivalent snow

depth, sea ice, and optionally canopy moisture and soil water content needs to

be ingested through the REGRID plogram. Two additional types of inputs, global

maximum snow albedo) and monthly climatological (snow-free) albedo, can be

ingested through the REGRID/regridder progrâm as well. The maximum snow

albedoll is used in this experiment, which is a recommendation by mesouser

(Dudhi.a et a\.,2004, User manual). The maximum snow albedo (ALUX-ffi.U) is

provided with REGRID tar file by mesouser.

MM5 produces additional outputs while using Noah LSMi2. These are soil

temperature, moisture and water at four different levels. It also produces ground

heat flux, accumulated underground and surface runoff'

3.4 Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditions

3.4.L Initial Conditions

The importance of initial conditions in a regional or mesoscale model climate

run is discussed earlier in section 2.4.4. Since ]VIMS is used to simulate long-term

regional climate, sensitivity of initiaì conditions are not crucial. During climate

runs in this study, the MM5 modeì is initiaìized only once, A climate mode

11To use use climatological maximum snow albedo (not landuse table), two variables

(RDMAXALB and RDBRDALB) in mros. deck set to FALSE.
12To use the Noah LSM, ISOIL is set to 2, in configure.usex file before compilation, in

conjunction rvith boundary layer scheme MRF (IBLTYP =5). Noah LSM can also be used with
ETA (IBLTyp=4) as these two (MRF and ETA) are the only schemes coupÌed with the Noah LSM'
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option is available within the INTERPF module13. Using this option, a single set

of the initial state of the atmosphere and the land surface at the beginning of

the simulation is set. When used, the model variables are not reset during the

simulation and are allowed to evolve based solely on the boundary conditions

and model physics. This differs considerably from normal weather prediction

use where the state of the atmosphere is updated regularly as new observations

become available, Initial condition of the meteorological fields are written into

MMINPUT-DOMAINx file, where x is the domain identifier, which is an input to the

MM5 model program.

3.4.2 Lateral Boundary Conditions

In addition to initial conditions, lateral boundary values have to be set for all four

sides of the model domain. Boundary values for the study have been supplied by

CCCma from a Canadian GCM (CGCM2) run and updated or ingested every six

hours into MM5. Three different boundary types (Fixed, Time-dependent/Nest,

Relaxation/inflow-outflow) can be set with MM5 model domains in the model's

deck (mms.deck)14 file. A detailed description of the model's lateral boundary

conditions are discussed in section 2.4.4.

In this experiment, the coarse outer domain (domain one) is set to a relaxation

/inflow-outflow type boundary condition which allows larger-scale migratory fea-

tures to propagate into the mesoscale domain, while the nested inner domains

are set to time-dependent boundary condition. Nested domains are set a suffi-

cient distance away (a minimum of five coarse grid point (Dudhi,a et a1.,2004,

13The naroeList.input variable ifdatin is set to 1, to output one time period of initiaì
conditions data.

laln ron5.deck lateral boundaries are set to IB0UDY = 3, 2, 2, which means domain one

is set to relaxation/inflow-outflow type boundary and domain two and three is set to time-
dependent type boundary.
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User manual)) from the coarse domain boundary to ensure sufficient data points

available so that the coarse to fine grid data interpolation can be performed for

the nest interface adjustment. The INTERPF module produces BDYOUT-DOMAINx

which contains lateral boundary data frelds used for input to MM5 program

module.

As sea surface temperature (SST) is provided as an input, the INTERPF

program also creates time-varying SST data as a lower boundary condition in

L0I^IBDY-DOMAINx frle for potential use in MM5. This allows SST to vary during a

long model integration necessaly to operate in climate simulations (Wang,2001).

Similarly, time varying sea-ice is also included in the LOWBDY-DOMAINx file.

3.4.3 Upper Boundary Condition

MM5 has two choices of upper boundary condition; one is, rigid lid with no

vertical motion at the model top, and other one is, radiative boundary at the

model top.

The rigid lid boundary has the undesirable effect of reflecting vertically prop-

agating waves. Reflection does not allow the wave enelgy to exit the model

domain. As a result, reflection traps the waves in the domain where they can

erroneously interact with other \Maves. The other choice radiative boundary con-

dition15, permits internal gravity waves to exit the domain, In doing so it tries

to damp out the vertically propagating waves within an uppel boundary buffer

zone before they reach the top boundary by using smoothing, frltering or other

approaches within the model's momentum equations (wei et a1.,2002). The

upper radiative boundary condition is selected for this study.

tsUpper radiative boundary condition can be selected by setting IFUPR = 1 in mn5. deck in
conjunction with FRAD = 4, for RRTM scheme, in configure'user file.
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Chapter 4

Dataset

MMb uses upper air data as well as surface data for boundary and initial con-

ditions. There are a certain number of upper air variables required to run the

MM5 model. These variabÌes are temperature (T), east-west (u) and north-south

(v) components of wind, geopotential height (z) and relative humidity (rh) at

mandatory pressure levels. Mandatory pressure levels are 100, 150, 200, 250,

300, 400, 500, 700, 850, 1000 mb, and at the surface. Sea Surface Tempera-

ture (SST) and Sea-level pressure (SLP) are also required. If SST and SLP are

missing, MM5 will stop. If there is no first guess data for T' u, v, and Relative

Humidity(rh) at surface, MM5 will use 1000 mb data for these surface variables.

To run the model with a land surface modeì (LSM), additional surface data

is required to characterize its physical properties. The TERRAIN program module

(afber version 3) provides an annual-mean deep soil temperature adjusted for

model terrain elevation and location, a monthly climatological vegetation frac-

tion, dominant soil type, and dominant vegetation type in each grid cell. Input

for TERRAIN may be obtained from the mesouser by anonymous ftp. In addition

to physical properties of land surface, MM5 with a LSM model also requires
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soil moisture, soil temperature within the various layer depths, water-equivalent

snow depth, sea ice, and optionally canopy moisture and soil water content.

The following sections discuss the sources of these data required to conduct the

modeling runs.

4.L Terrain Data

The TERRAIN control script is set up to automatically acquire data from either

NCAR's mass storage system (MSS) or United States Geological Survey (USGS)

anonymous fip sitel. The data can also be downloaded prior to running the pro-

gram in which case, the data directory must be specifred. TERRAIN needs inputs

of terrain elevation, landuse/vegetation, Iand-water mask, soil type, vegetation

fraction. In this experiment, terrain and landuse data is set to 24 category USGS

with resolution settings corresponding to 30 min, 10 min and 5 min for domain

1, 2 and 3 respectively2. To use the LSM in MM5 deep soil temperature is re-

quired, which is set in the TERRAIN job script3. tERnRlU is designed to use data

from different sources, having different formats and layouts. These data sets are

translated to a standard format for use within the TERRAIN program (Dudhia

et a\.,2004, User Guide, Chapter 4).

1To acquire data automatically from NCAR/USGS site, set ftPdata
terrain.deck or if data downloaded prior, set location of data set llhere3QsTer

2VEGTYpE is set to I Lor 24 cat USGS data and NfiPE=2,3,4 is set for 30 min,
5 min data resolution.

3Deep soil temperature (30 - 100 cm layer soil) can be used by setting set
terrain. deck

= true in

10 min and

BotSoil in
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4.2 Data Used for Calibration

Data used for model calibration is the NCEP/Department of Energy (DOE) Re-

analysis - II (R2) data collected from a mirror site of the NCAR Mass Stor-

age System (R2) archive established by the Iowa State University (ISU) re-

gional climate modeling laboratory. It can be accessed through the link, http:

//pircsds0.agron.iastate.edu/pj-rcs1c, accessed on July,O5. The reanalysis

process generates data that best represent the state of the atmosphere at any

point in time. It is accomplished by gathering together all sources of atmospheric

measurements and using these measurements to constrain the solution of an at-

mospheric simulation. By using this data as boundary and initial conditions for

MM5, model output can be compared with station measurements. Kanam'itsu

et aL (2002) concluded that NCEP-DOE Reanalysis (R-2) is an updated 6-hourly

global analysis series from 1979-present, which fixes the known processing errors

in the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (R-1) and uses an improved data assimilation

system. It provides a better reanalysis and is recommended for users. The R-2

provides more accurate representation of soil wetness and near-surface tempera-

ture over land, the land surface hydrology budget, and radiation fluxes over the

ocean.

4.3 CCCma Data

Data used (variables tr, v1 z, rh and T) for the climate run are collected from

Canadian Center for Climate Modeling and Analysis (CCCma), located at the

University of Victoria campus. These data files are global coverage fields, 4-

times a day in 13 pressure levels. Pressure levels are 10, 50, 100, 200, 300,

400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 850, 925, 1000 hPa. The data provided by CCCma are
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on a 97x48 gaussian grida (approximately 3.75o lat x 3.75o long). One times

COz data represents the flve year period 7974-1978, and two times COz data

represents the five year period 2044-2048. These data are made available in

ASCII format. The quantity of data over the 10 years is quite large with one

2-D field, 4 times a day representing 25-30 MB for a single year, and the total

size of all files becomes an amount near 80 GB. These data were generated from

the 3rd ensemble member of the CGCM2 GHG+A (IS92a) simulations that are

available from the CCCma site5.

4.3.L Data Conversion

REGRID, the second preplocessol ploglam of the MM5 modeling system, reads

gridded meteorological analysis and creates files ready for the later preprocessor

module steps (RAWINS, LITTLE-R, or INTERPF). REGRID has two components;

pregrid - which reads the original meteorological analysis, and regridder -

which interpolates data to the specified MM5 grid. Currently, pregrid can read

data formatted in Gridded Binary (GRIB) Edition 16. During the study, effort

was made to convert all collected data into GRIB format to ingest them into the

MM5 modeling system. A flow diagram in figure 4.1 shows the data conversion

steps at a glance.

The ASCII format uncompressed downloaded data contains a header followed

aA Gaussian grid is one where each grid point can be uniquely accessed by one-dimensional

latitude and longitude arrays (i.e. the coordinates are orthogonal). The longitudes are equally

spaced while tìre latitudes are unequally spaced according to the Gaussian quadrature) mote

detail of Gaussian quadrature can be found W.M. Washington and C.L. Parkinson' 1986,
scccma six hourly global data available through f.tp://ttp. cccna.ec.gc. ca/pub/

skharin/cgcm2-sw-4x-daily-data/, accessed on April,05 and daily data correspond to the

3rd ensemble member of the CGCM2 GHG+A (IS92a) are available from http: / /wvw . cccEa.

bc. ec . gc. ca/ d,ata/ cgca2/ cgcm2-ghga. shtml, accessed on July,O5
6The W\{O format for the storage of weather information and the exchange of weather

product messages in GRIdded Binary(GRIB) form.
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Four timea a day
uncomp$essed ASCII
fo¡:oat CCCma data

Remor¡e header, rewrite
data i¡to binary fo¡uat

to ¡ead by GrADS

Use GrÀDS/LÀIIS acript
þte4df to pack data
inb GRIE foraat

Figure 4.1: Data conversion steps

by data values for each time step. A detail description of data format can be

seen in CCCma site7. An example of CCCma ASCII data on a global Gaussian

97x48 grid shown below:

First few LiDes fron file "2044-v1000.txt" shown below:

cRrD2044010100 v 1000 97 48 0-4
1.877718+00 1. 937388+00 1. 999978+00 2. 07129E+00 2. 155718+00 2.255418+00
2.372588+00 2. 505038+00 2. 65058E+00 2. 80341E+00 2. 95696E+00 3. 10251E+00

3. 23205E+OO 3. 33685E+00 3.407448+00 3. 438018+00 3. 42200E+00 3. 35723E+00

3.242978+00 3. 079958+00 2.872548+Q0 2. 62802E+00 2. 35511E+00 2. 062558+00

A python script was used to remove the header from the ASCII data and

convert the file into a flat binary format. The python script is attached in

appendix C.3. The reason for converting ASCII data into a flat binary file is

to open and use the file in the Grid Analysis and Dispìay System (GTADS)

soft\Mare. A GIADS control file is written to open the binary file in GTADS. A

TCCCma data format can be found online frorn http:,/,/r¡r.¡w.cccroa.bc.ec.gc.ca/data/
data-fornat. shtml-
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sample of GrADS control file is shown in appendix 8.1. Data variables were

separated in 13 different pressure level. A GrADS script file, shown in appendix

8.2, combines aìl pressure level data together. The GrADS control file is edited

to manage multipìe pressure level data. Once combined into a single GrADS file

this restructured flat binary was converted to GRIB. To convert the GIADS file to

GRIB, a'l-ats4d'8 add-on script is used. It converts any GrADS readable format

to GRIB or NetCDF. Although lats4d is implemented within GrADS version

1.7beta9 or later, there are shell scripts hidden inside the code. It is important

to use the script options properly to achieve the desired output because these

routines are poorly documented and this proved to be a challenge. lats4d has

a help inside the script, which can be seen by typing l-ats4d -h. The following

tats4d options are used in this experiment to convert GrADS data to GRIB.

lats4d.gs optioDs:
-i :input file nÐe : v-1000
-o :output fiÌ€ nÐe : v-gb-3
-cal :CaLender :noleaP
-ceuter : nme of data center : ccc
-forEat : output file fomat ; grads-grib
-ftype : input file type : ctL
-freq :tinefrequency :6houly
-grid : input data grid type : gaussiæ
-table : table used : Dew.table
-q : Quit : this option is used to exit fron GrADS after

so lats comud rine art together : 
r.*i'g the scriPt ' which is a recomendation '

tats4d -i in-f]-ume -o out-f}-nÐe -cal noleap -ceDter ccc -fomat grads-grib -ftyPe ctl
-freq 6 houly -grid gaussiu -tablê Dew.table -q

The Library of AMIP-Data Tlansmission Standards (LATS) maintains an

internal parameter table that prescribes variable names) description, units, data

type, basic structure (e.g., upper air or surface), and compression (GRIB op-

tions). An example LATS table was taken from the http: / /www-Pcmdi.llnl '

gov/sof tware / Lats / Iats . param. tables . htroÌ site and modified and rebuilt (

sThis script is developed by Arlindo da Silva and can be freely downloaded from http:
/ / dao . Esf, c . nasa . govl sof tware/grads / Iat s 4d /, accessed on July,05
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neT.r. table in the experiment) by inserting required variables, to use with 1ats4d.

Appendix C.5 shows the modified new, tabLe.

4,3.2 Sea Level Pressure

Mean sea level pressure (MSLP) data was not readily available from CCCma.

During the experiment, attempts were made to generate a relationship to calcu-

late MSLP from the geopotential height at pressure level 1000 hPa. The conver-

sion of sea level pressure (P,¿) (Peiroto and Oort, I99I, Chapter 7) is done by

using the hydrostatic balance equation dP : -pgdz implemented as:

P"¿: (p"Í.gz1see/100) + 1000 æ 0.I2!zys6o * 1000 (4 1)

where P"¿ is in mb (1 mb : 102 Pa), z1¡se is in geopotential meter (gpm), the

density psfc æ I.23 kgm-3, and g : 9.8 ms-2. Over the oceans and low-level

terrain the calculation of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) from zlsss represents

the mass distribution fairly well over our domain of interest but, of course, when

such a relation is used over high mountainous terrain this MSLP may lead to

fictitious pressure. For this study, only the outer domain of the model, which

extends to the oceans in all directions, uses these MSLP. As a result the impact

on the final result is felt to be minimal.

4.3.3 Sea Surface Temperature

DaiÌy sea surface temperature (SST) data are downloaded from the CCCma site.

A Fortran program was written to create six hourly data by populating the same

values for each daily six hour time period. In a similar fashion to CCCma upper

air data, the header is removed and converted to flat binary frle and a GIADS
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control file is written following the same procedure mentioned in section 4.3.1.

Fortran code is attached in appendix C.2.

4.3.4 Sea Ice

Sea ice data is downloaded from CCCma site and linearly interpolated to build six

hourly data set to ingest in REGRID. As sea ice data is given to the model as input,

the sst-to-ice-threshold control variable is set to 1in pregrid (Dudhi,a et aL,

2004, User manual). This sst-to-ice-threshold option allows a user to turn

part of the water area into land with permanent ice cover landuse category. This

is often used when input data sets do not provide adequate surface temperature

information over water when ice is present (Wang,2000).

4.3.5 Soil Moisture

Soil moisture is a key component in the land surface schemes in climate mod-

els. This is due to its close relationship to evapotranspiration and thus to the

apportioning of surface energy balance into sensible and latent heat fluxes. It is

primary in the formation of runoff and hence river-flow (Houghton et al., IPCC

2001: Chapter 14). It would be counter productive to implement a sophisticated

LSM in a mesoscale model without providing proper soil moisture initialization.

However, routine soil moisture observations are not generally availabìe. Until a

soil moisture data assimilation system is developed for the MM5, the initializa-

tion of the LSM will largely depend on soil moisture fields obtained from analysis

from other models (Ch.en and Dudhza, 2001).

Soil moisture and temperature data were not available from CCCma since

this model uses a simplified force-restore scheme to model soil moisture and
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temperature. In absence of soil moisture and temperature data, in this experi-

ment, one year of NCEP Reanalysis data has been utilized. Here, soil moisture

and temperature fields were extracted and used to initialize and force the model

boundaries of MM5 for one year. As mentioned previously, the course domain

covers the North American continent, for which boundaries are almost entirely

over the ocean. This avoids the possible effects of unrealistic surface energy

budget calculations near the boundaries (Gi'orgz and Meams, 1999).

During the experiment Noah LSM is used. Noah LSM option requires the

soil temperature, and soil moisture frelds at four different depths/ levels. The

default levels are 10, 40, 100 and 200 cm. Soil moisture and temperature flelds

obtained from NCEP reanalysis data are compatible with MM5-LSM' To use

input soil temperature and moisture at levels other than the default, the user

can change them by setting variables in mn5.decks. A sample of mn5.deck is

shown in appendix 4.7. The usel can input up to 4 levels of soil temperature

and moisture. The same soil moisture data is used for both model modeÌ runs

(1978 and 2044),

eISTLYR and ISMLYR variabìes in the namelist section to specify levels other then default.

For example, ISTLYR = 10,200,0,0, ISMLYR = 10,200,0,0, which sliows that the input soiì

temperature only comes in at 10 and 200 cm levels.
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Chapter 5

MM5 Module Modification and

Compilation

MM5 online tutorial pagel is a recommended reference for a user to ìearn, modify,

compile and run program modules. In spite of the online tutorial page, the

following briefly discuss some modifications necessary for this project.

5.1 TERRAIN

TERRAIN is the first plogram in the suite of MM5 system programs. This program

horizontally interpolates regular latitude-longitude terrain elevation, and land

use onto the chosen domains shown in Fig. 3.2. This plogram allows a user to

design or setup ones o\Mn domain, define the grid size and resolution. Based on

the user definition TERRAIN generates terrain elevation, Iand use category, and

other datasets. The TERRAIN module also sets up projection parameters, which

are discussed in the previous section 3.2. Modification in the terrain.deck file

iltfMS teach yourself tutorial page can be found on-line at irttp://m¡r¡.nnm.ucar.edu/
nro5/0n-Line-Tutorial/teachyourself . htnl
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allows a user to setup these parameters.

o Setup coarse domains :

PHIC = 47.5,
XLoNC = -97.0,
IEXP = .F.,
AEXP = 360. ,

; CENTRAL LATITUDE (ninus for southern henesphere)
; CENTRAL LONGITUDE (ninus for wêstêrD benesphere)
; .T. EXPANDED COARSE DOMAIN, .F. NOT EXPANDED.

; APPROX EXPANSION (K¡1)

o Setup nested domains, grid size :

HAXNES = 3, ; NUMBER 0F DOMAINS T0 PROCESS

NESTIX = 74, 103, 91, 37, 2I1,22L, ; GRID DIMENSIONS IN Y DIRECTI0N

NESTJX = 90, 130, 91, 37, 2rL, 221-, ; GRID DIHENSIONS IN X DIRECTION

DIS = 90., 30., 10.0, 10.0, 1.0, 1.0, ; GRID DISTANCE

NUÌ|NC = 1, L, 2, 3, 4' 5' ; MOTHER D0MAIN ID
NESTI = 1, 30, 26, 6, 45, 50, ; LOWER LEFI I 0F NEST IN M0THER DOMAIN

NESTJ = 1, 22, 52, 24, 55, 50, ; LOWER LEFT J 0F NEST IN MOTHER D0MAIN

Other Important Switches : One important s\Mitch, that the user should

use to save time working with trial domains in TERRAIN is IFTER=. F. , This

switch plots domain maps only rather then creating complete data sets for

all user domains. Once domain maps ale finalized, the user can change

IFTER=.T. to create complete dataset for all domains. A user can change

contour interval (meters) for terrain height plots by changing FIN variable'

First value on the right hand side of FIN indicates domain one, and second

value is for domain two and so on.

5.2 REGRID

REGRID is the second step in the MM5 modeling system. It accepts input frorn

the TERRAIN program, and creates files ready for INTERPF. This package is not

a single program, based on the task, regrid divides into two sub-packages, called

"pregrid" and "regridder". The plegrid portion handles the data ingest and
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of REGRID module.

the regridder portion handles interpolation. A schematic diagram is shown in

Figure 5.1.

5.2.L Pregrid

Pregrid can lead data formatted in GRIB Edition 1. To read GRIB data, pregrid

program tries to frnd a reference table (Vtabte) which tells the pregrid program

what fields to access from the input files. The pregrid program scans through

each of the input analysis frles, checking the date stamp' For any dates which

fall between start time and end time (inclusive), it scans through the archived

data type fields (ie. T, u, v, etc.) and pulls out those which have been specified

in the Vtable. FYom these fields, pregrid builds (or adds to) preliminary output

files, and then moves to the next input file following the same procedure. When

all input files have been processed, and all pertinent data between the start time

and end time have been written to the preliminary output files, pregrid rereads

the output files (preliminary), and builds in missing data fields. The pregrid

program then scans through atì the files, searching for dates which are missing'

If it finds a missing date, it fills it in by temporaÌ interpoìation' Then the final

output files are written by the Pregrid (Dudltia et a\.,2004, User Guide, Chapter

5)
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Data received from CCCma were conveted to GRIB, discussed in the previous

section 4.3.1. To ingest CCCma data, Vtables were written according to GRiB

code. Vtables written for this experiment are shown in appendix 4.3. Apart from

creating Vtables, before running pregrid, the user should modify pregrid, csh

to set datadirectory (set DataDír = / . . ), specifythe source of 3-D analysis

(set SRC3D = ), specify the source of SST analysis (set SRCSSI = ) and set for

snow and soil data source, if required. The user should also specify the start and

end date of data processing and time interval (in seconds) in pregrid'csh as

shown below.

START-YEAR = 1978 # Yeu (Fou digits)
START-H0NTH = 01 # Mo¡tb ( 01 - 12 )
START-DAY = 01 # Day ( 01 - 31 )

START-HOUR = 0O # Hour ( 00 - 23 )

END-YEAR = 1978 # Year (Fou digits)
END-MONTH = 06 # Month ( 01 - 12 )
END-DAY = 30 # Day ( 01 - 31 )

END-HOUR = 18 # Hou ( 00 - 23 )

INTERVAL = 21600 # Tine interval (seconds) to Proçess.

5.2.2 Regridder

Regrider uses the intermediate frles created by pregrid as its input. The regridder

program is entirely controled by parameters in a namelist input frle. Before

running regridder, the user should modify namelist. input to set start time,

end time and time interval (in seconds). Within the namelist file the user can

add new pressure levels, regridder will create those through vertical interpolation

(linear in pressure) from the surrounding layers. Most importantly, the location

of input frles and terrain file must be specified as shown below.

root ='../pregríd/FlLE""/pregrid/SST-FILE'
terrain-file-Dæe ='.'/'.,/TERBAIN/TERRAIN-D0MAIN1'
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5.3 INTERPF

The INTERPF program takes the standard pressure level regridder output and

does vertical interpolation, diagnostic computation and data reformatting. The

vertical grid is defrned in terms of sigmas (ø), where 1 is the ground and 0 is

the top of the model atmosphere. The vertical atmosphere is resolved to user

defined sigma(o) surfaces with more layers2 in the planetary boundary ìayer.

Additionat low level resolution allows MM5, to capture the important diurnal

variations in the planetary boundary layer. Before running the INTERPF program

the user should modify namel-ist.input to set input file location (input- f ile

= , . ./REGRID/regridder/REGRID- D0MAINl' ) from REGRID, start time, end

time and time interval (in seconds).

The INTERpF program creates three binary output flles, they are the initial

condition MMINPUT- D0MAINn file, lateral boundary BDY0UT- DOMAINn file and

Iower boundary LO!üBDY- DOMAINn file where 'n' denotes the number of domain'

These files contain information about the model's initial condition and boundary

condition which is discussed in detail in section 3.4. These are the main inputs

to MNiIb, unìess restart runs or four dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) are

used.

5.4 MM5

once all preprocessing steps are completed the atmospheric model, MM5, can

be run. To run MM5 there are two steps:

o Choose options for compilation and compiling the code,

1 . 0o , o . 99 , 0 . 98 , O . 96 , 0 . 93 , 0 . 89 , 0 . 85 for2It is advisable not to change sigroaJ-bu =

first seven leveis
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o Select run-time options and execute the program.

5.4.L Compiling MM5

The MM5 program module is designed for user convenience so that the user can

modify compilation options by simply modifying the conf igure.user file. This

file has the choices to select codes for appropriate computers platforms, model

options, FDDA and physics options, and platform dependent multi processing

and message passing programs (MPP) options. During the experiment, MM5

was compiled with multi processing options. A detail description of code setting

for the Sun Solaris operating system is given in section 5.4.2. MM5 options

are set for three model domains with twenty three half sigma levels, no FDDA

gridded or observation runs, and the maximum dimension of any domain is set

to 130. Physics options setting for model experiment are discussed in detail

in sections 3.3. The configure.user file used in this experiment is shown in

appendix 4.6

5.4.2 MM5 using OpenMP

OpenMP is an Open specifications for Mutti Processing' OpenMP is an Ap-

plication Program Interface (API) that may be used to explicitly direct multi-

threaded, shared memory parallelism. MM5 code can be compiled to run

in OpentVIP. The University of Manitoba has a High Performance Computing

(HPC) system which is named "Polaris"3. Polaris runs on the Solaris 8 operat-

3The University of Manitoba, together with the Canada Manitoba Economic Development

Partnership Agreement (Western Economic Diversifrcation Canada and the Government of

Manitoba) and Sun Microsystems of Canada, have established a High Performance Computing
System at the University. The system, named "Polaris", is provided at no charge to U of M
researchers.
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ing system from Sun Microsystems and currently equipped with 24 1050 MHz

Ultra Sparc III CPUs, 48 gigabyies of memory, and a terabybe of disk storage.

During the experiment MM5 is compiled on Polaris using the OpenMP mode

and an optimization run \Mas conducted using 12 threads.

To run MM5 in OpenMP mode, the user must modify the conf igure. user

frìe. There are different computer system options (available) in the conf igure

. user file. The following modification is made for Sun (Solaris) in conf igure . user

file. Apart from conf igure.user modification, an environment variable is also

required to set up for number ofthreads to be used (setenv 0MP- NUM- THREADS

X, where X is the number of threads). Performance optimization depending on

number of threads is discussed in section 5.4.3.

*-------------
# 3d. SUN (sotuis,SPARC20/SPARC64)

RIJNTIME-SYSTEM = "SUN"
FC = f95
FCFLAGS = -opemp -fast -xtüget=ultra3cu -xcache=64/32/4:Af92/5L2/2 -I$(LIBINCLUDE)
CFLAGS =
LDOPTIONS = -opemp -f ast -xtarget=ul-tra3cu -xcache=64/32/ 4 :A792/5L2/2
çpp = /qsr/tib/cpp
CPPFLAGS = -I$(LIBINCLUDE) -C -P
L0CAL-LIBRARIES =
MAKE = dnake -i -r -j 72

5.4.3 OpenMP Optimization

During the experiment, MM5 was tested with different numbers of threads to

find the optimum speed/ performance from the available resources. tine, a built-

in shell function, is used to measure CPIJ and elapsed time. tine returns the

elapsed real, user and system time consumed by a given command (executable).

Where Real time is the elapsed (reat) time between invocation of the program /
utility and its termination. The user CPU time is time spent executing the in-
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Figure 5.2: Time comparison in different threads using OpenMP

structions that make up the user code, including e.g. calìs to subroutine libraries

linked to the code. The system time is time spent in "kernel" mode, processing

I/O requests, for example, or other situations which require the intervention of

the operating system. Together these two comprise the total CPIJ time [Solaris

time man page]. Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of time use in different threads.

During the experiment, the choice of 12 threads is found optimum in performance

and used for all runs.

5.4.4 Running MM5

Once compilation is successful, the mmS. exe will be created in the /N1Ì45/Rur-/

directory and the model will be ready to run with run-time options. Run time

options are set using namelist variables innn5.deck as shown on table 5'1. Ad-

ditional variables are required for a re-start run. Models re-start run is discussed

in section 5.4.5. The nn5. deck file used in this experiment is shown in appendix

4,7
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TabÌe 5.1: Namelist variables required to set in mnS. deck(Dudhi.a et aI.,2004, MM5 user man-

ual, chapter 8.8.2)

Variables Respective use

TIMAX Model integration length in minutes.
TISTEP Time step in seconds for model integration.
TAPFRQ FYequently to write out the model output (history fiìe).

NESTIX The Y-dimension of M]VIS domains'
NESTJX The x-dimension of MM5 domains, if there is more than one

domain, user need to fill all corresponding columns.

NESTI The starting grid location in Y direction of the nest in its mother

domain.
NESTJ The starting grid location in X direction of the nest in its mother

domain.
I0VER!,1 Nest initialization option'

5.4.5 MM5 Restart Run

A restart run is a run that starts from a previous MM5 run' A restart run

begins from save file(s) (which are snapshots of the MM5 run) created from the

previous MMb run. Runs that span an entire period are identical to runs which

have been sub-divided into smaller runs initialized by restart files' In addition to

the namelist variables mentioned in table 5.1, a restart run requires additional

variables IFREST and IXTIMR. For a restart run, IFREST needs to be set 'T', and

the value of IXTIMR set to that found at the end of nnS.print.out file from

the previous lun. Also, a restart run requires RESTART-DOMAINx file, which is a

renamed frle of SAVE-DOMAINx from the previous run'

The most important part of the restart run is to provide appropriate boundary

data file. In this experiment, it is designed to run MM5 for a longer time in cli-

mate mode, for a year with one times COz data and another year with two times

COz data. For these long runs, the year is split into two or three segments to make

output file sizes mole tllanageable. AfLer a six or four month run, the model is
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restarted for another six or four months without re-initializing. So, in the restart

run, the model is supplied with new BDY0UT-DOMAIN1, LOVilBDY-D0MAIN1 files but

the same MMINPUT-D0MAINI. For restart runs, the variable TIMAX is the total

length of the model integration, not simply the length restart run. The starting

and ending time for domains is set by the XSTNES and XENNES variables.

5.4.6 MM5 Output

MM5 writes output in MMIUT-DIMAINx file, where the domain number is de-

noted by x. MM5 writes output during modeì integration depending on output

frequency set by variable TAPFRQ (in minutes), Output frequency for other do-

mains can also be set using the multiplier TAPFRQ, which can be set by another

variable INCTAP4. The MM5 modeling system follows unique input and output

format for its own uses. Model output for each time period contains a general

header record describing the model configuration and a sub-header describing

fields. A sub-header is repeated for all frelds in an output. Depending on the

model configuration, there may be up to 14 three dimensional and 46 two di-

mensional frelds. There are a number of utiìity program available to facilitate

user interaction with input and output data. The most frequently used utility

program in this experiment is readv3.f , which can be used to read all V3 MM5

output frles, print out header, sub-headers and a value from all fields' This pro-

gram is written in free-formatted Fortran and can easily be compiled for different

architecture computers. MMSIoGTADS is another utility software used in this ex-

periment to convert MM5 output to GIADS format. Detail discussion of the

APFRQ = 69 minutes, and multipìier INCTAP =

!2,6,I, 1,1,1,I,L,t, I is set, the resulting output from domain one will be 12 hourly,

domain t'rvo wilì be six hourly and so on.
sDetail description of input and output format can be seen on-line from bttp //setvír.

nsstc.nasa.gov/workshops/8-04/nanuals/m¡ns-docs/io.pdf, accessed on July,05
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Table 5.2: Namelist variables used in MMStoGTADS

Variables Description and their use

TIMIN
TIMAX

NSKIP

IFSFC

ZTYPE

plev

First model output time that must be processed.

Last model output time to process. -99 to set for all times
available in the input file.
Skip increment.
Set to 1 if only processing the surface data.
Set 1, to display data on the native vertical coordinate, set 2 to
interpolate data to pressure levels set by plev.
pressure levels to interpolate if ZTYPE is set to 2.

utility program is given in the later part of the section 5.4.7.

5.4.7 Data conversion to GrADS

MMStoGTADS can convert most of the preprocessing plogram module outputs in-

cluding MM5. The user should modify nrn5-to-grads. csh and namelist ' input

frles in order to run the utility sofbware. To display output from this utility, the

user must have GIADS sofbware6 installed. This utility can be used to extract

any or all the variables from the MM5 output for all time steps or user defined

time steps by setting namelist variables. This utility can also be used to convert

sigma level output to pressure level data. A detailed description of namelist

variables used in MMStoGrADST is given in table 5'2.

6MMStoGrADS software developed by George H. Bryan from Pennsylvania State Uuiversity,

and is norv supported by mesouser. GrADS can be freely downloaded from http://grads.
iges . orglgrads

TSource code for MMStoGTADS can be dorvnload from anonymous ftp site; ltp://f.tp.tcar.
edu/mesouser,/MMSV3,/MMStoGrADS. TAR. gz
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Chapter 6

Model Validation

Most climate model outputs are validated to ensure that the model produces

a valid representation of the climate system. During this experiment, a model

validation run is performed and calibrated to make the output look more like the

real world. In this experiment, the model's output is compared with observed

station data. However, calibrating a model to produce a realistic simulation of

current climate conditions does not provide a firm basis for assuming that the

model will generate realistic projections of future climate conditions. Rather,

these validation runs are meant only to test the validity of the model physics,

domain extents and model use. Successful climate change scenario generation

will depend on an accurate set of driving data, which is output of a global climate

model.

NCEP reanalysis II data, mentioned in section 4.2, is used to produce the

model validation run. One year (2003) of data was downloaded from the mirror

site of the NCAR Mass Storage System and pre-processed for the validation run.

Output of this run is compared with the measured station data at Winnipeg In-
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Figure 6.1: MM5 model inner domain of the experiment showing topography of Winnipeg and

vicinity, units are in meter and the contour interval is 50 m

ternational Airport location (Latitude: 49o55'N and Longitude: 97o!3'W)l from

Environment Canada (Climate Data online')' No attempt is made to correct the

station data. Missing data are linearly interpolated between neighbors'

6.1 Output

MM5 writes three dimensional and two dimensional surface variables during

model integration. Two surface variables, temperature and relative humidity,

are extracted using GrADS from the output of the inner model domain (D3) of

the validation run. Topography of the model's inner domain, an output from the

TERRAIN module, used in the experiment, is shown in figure 6'1'

lWinnipeg International Airport station meets the United Nation's Worid Meteorologicaì

Organization (W\4O) standards'
ÞEnvironment Canada, online climate data can be access at lnlutp:'//wutr.clinate'

weatheroff i ce . e c . gc . ca/clÍnateData,/ ca¡ada-e . htnl, accessed on July,05
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Figure 6.2: Spatial distribution of output and data at 12Z1OJAN2003 for temperature (top)

and relative humidity (bottom), right hand side flgures are modeled output and

Ieft hand side figures are forcing data.

Downscaling is performed in this experiment using three successive two way

nests. The mother domain is set-up for boundary data and to initialize the

model with coarse resolution GCM data. The model performed the downscaling

successively with two way interaction. Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of the

spatial distribution of input data and model output from the inner domain side

by side. Data shown in figure 6.2 is taken for the time step 12210J4N2003 for

all plots. The model performed reasonably well in simulating the spatial distri-

bution of surface temperature shown in figure 6.2 (top lefb) which corresponds

fairly well with the forcing data shown in figure 6.2 (top right) and simulations

shows finer-scale detail which follows the topography (figure 6'1) of the area'
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Spatial distribution of relative humidity shown in figure 6.2 (bottom left) did

not correspond well with the forcing data shown in frgure 6.2 (bottom right)

whereas it follows topography of the area reasonably well. The reason for this

may be due to the influence of sufficiently large water body within the mesoscale

model domain.

The model's output variables are written hourly. Daily averages are calcu-

lated from these outputs and compared with observed station data. For each

variable, modeled output is plotted against observed data and a correlation co-

efficient is calculated with a supplementary scatterplot of modeled vs. observed

data. The correlation coefficient of the dataset l@o,yo), i: 1,",n, where r¿

modeled andy¿ is observed data] is calculated using the formulain equation 6.1,

where r is the correlation coefficient.

!{"0-t) x (ao-a)
i:7 (6.1)

nn

I("n - r)' xl,(uo- u)'
i.:1 i:7

Also, the "Root Mean Squate Errot" (RMSE) is calculated

RMSE is calculated using the formula in equation 6.2.

for each variable.

RMSE -_ (6.2)

6.1.1 Temperature

Temperature output from the one year calibration run is taken for comparison

with observed Winnipeg international airport data. For the calibration period,

daily average temperature from the simulation is plotted against observed data,
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Figure 6.3: Top: Daily average surface temperature; I\4I¿15 simulation using NCEP Reanalysis

II data (doi line) and observed meteorologicaì data from Winnipeg Int'l airport
station (cross line). Bottom: Difference of simulated and observed daily average

surface temperature,

shown in figure 6.3 (top). A seasonal bias (difference) in simulated surface tem-

perature is presented in figure 6.3 (bottom) and the mean difference in simulated

temperature is -0.19'C. A scatterplot of MM5 simulated output vs. observed

station data is presented in figure 6.4. The correlation between simulated and

observed daily average surface temperature is found to be 0.8853, and the root

mean square error is calculated between simulated and observed, which is L4207

oQ.

Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of simulated vs. observed seasonal variation

of temperature, which is a plot of monthly average temperature over a yeat'

Simulated monthly average is calculated from hourly MM5 output. Observed

daily average temperature are taken from Environment Canada and used to

calculated the monthly average. The climate normal (197i-2000) is also plotted

in the same figure 6.5 to show the climatological seasonal trend of monthly
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Scatter Plot (Temperature)
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'Fitted line ,. r.- f ' )
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Correlation coetficient = 0.8853
RMSE = 1.42 oC

-10
Observed

Figure 6.4: Scatterplot of MM5 simulated temperature modeled vs observed meteorologicaì
station data at Winnipeg Int'l airport station. The correlation coefficient is 0.8853
and RMSE is I.4207 oC

temperature. Simulated temperatures show warmer winters and cooler summers.

A similar tendency is shown while comparing the climate normals. The largest

bias (6-8'C) with climate normals is shown in December and January. This may

be due to a poor representation of snow and other winter processes which might

warrant further investigation. A closer look at the figure 6.5 shows higher bias

in the beginning of year which converged toward the end, which may be due

to a short spin-up time of the model run. A multi-year run would be preferred

to minimize the bias. However computer storage limitations would not allow

multi-year runs.

6.1.2 Dewpoint Temperature

Dewpoint temperature ìs defined as the temperature to which a parcel of air with

a given vapor pressure has to be cooled in order to reach saturation, denoted by

20

50
=Eõ -lo

-40tt
-40
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Figure 6.5: Monthly average temperature oC at Winnipeg international airport; MM5 simu-
lated temperature (dot-ìine), Observed station data (cross-line) and, Climate nor-

mals (1971-2000) (solid line)

T¿. Dewpoint temperature is an indicator of the amount of moisture in the

air. The higher the dew point temperature, the higher the moisture content

for air at a given temperature. Dew point temperature better indicates the

state of moisture content in air, and used here to present the result. MM5

produces relative humidity and temperature as output. With the known RH

ând T, dewpoint temperature T¿ can be calculated from the foÌlowing equations

633 , 6.44 and 6.5 (Dingman,2002, Appendix D.3.5).

.11 _ld 
-

ln(e") + 0.4926
(6.3)

0.0708 - 0.00421 x ln(e")

Where T¿ is in oC and vapor pressure (e") in kPa. The saturated vapor pressure

(the maximum vapor pressure) that is thermodynamically stable, is a function

only of temperature. Saturated vapor pressure (e") can be calculated from the

3pquation 6.3 is an empirical relation derived by solving equation 6.4 for temperature'
4The 237.3 in the denominator is correct; it is not a misprint for 273.2, the adjustment from

oC to K. The true relation betrveen e" and T is a very lengthy formula calìed the Goff-Gratch
Equation (Di.ngman,2002, Appendix D.3) from which equation 6.4 is derived.
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equation 6.4 (Di,ngman,2002, Appendix D.3.1) as follows

e" : 0 611 x erp ({i;21 (6.4)
\r -r ¿ùt.¿/

Where e, is in kPa and T is in 'C. If the temperature and vapor pressure of

the air are below there saturation values, the relative humidity (RH) can be

calculated from equation 6.5 as follows

RH (6.5)

Where eo is actual vapor pressure and e" is saturated vapor pressure. For the cal-

ibration period, calculated dew point temperature from the simulation is plotted

against observed dew point temperature, shown in figure 6.6 (top). The differ-

ence in simulated dew point temperature with observed is presented in figure 6.6

(bottom). The mean difference in dew point temperature is 0.52 'C. A scatterplot

of dew point temperature calculated from MM5 simulated output vs. observed

station data is presented in figure 6.7. The correlation between simulated and

observed daily average dew point temperature is 0.801, and the root mean square

error (RMSE) is is 7.74'C.

Figure 6.6 (top) shows, dewpoint temperature represents the annual cycle

fairly well but there is considerable seasonal variability. This can be seen from

the figure 6,6 (bottom) where daily amounts shows fairly large differences up to

+20'C. F\rrther adjustment of convective parameterization scheme in MMb may

improve the situation.

= (i)
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Simulated and Observed Dew Point Temperaturc
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Figure 6.6: Top: Daiìy average dew point temperature; MM5 simuìation using NCEP Reanaly-
sis II data (dot line) and observed meteoroìogical data from Winnipeg Int'l airport
station (cross line). Bottom: Difference of simulated and observed daily average

dew point temperature.

Scatter Plot (Dew Point Temperature)

Correlation coefficient = 0.801

RMSE = l,z¿ oc
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Figure 6.7: Scatterplot of MM5 simuìated dew point temperature modeled vs observed meteo-

rological station data at Winnipeg Int'ì airport station, where correlation coefficient
is 0.801 and R\4SE is 1.74 oC
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6.1.3 Summary of Results

The MM5 validation run, forced with NCEP reanalysis data simulates T and T¿

climate variables reasonably well. In the above sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, simulated

results are compared with two observed variables. Both of them showed good

agreement between observed and simulated results. Correlation co-efiÊcients be-

tween simulated and observed surface temperature and dew point temperature

are found 0.885 and 0.801 respectively.

The spatial distribution of two model simulated variables are plotted in figure

6.2. Spatial distribution shows reasonable agreement with the input data and

MM5 produced frner detail which follows the topography of the area.

Seasonal variations of temperature, plotted in figure 6.5, shows a little in-

consistency during winter months (December-January-February). The reason

for the discrepancy may be due to snow cover data5, which is assembled from

water-equivalent snow depth (WEASD). The seasonal variation of temperature

is derived from one year of simulated data. Due to natural variabilit¡ one year

may differ considerably from another. Multi-year simulations are required to

make a more conclusive judgment on seasonal variability as welì as to identify

average model biases which could be applied for bias corrections in climate runs.

No model bias correction is applied, as the validation run is limited to one year'

However, this might be appropriate for further study'

sREcRto (regridder) log:

from WEASD".

"No snor.l covex data availabl"e' Manufacturing one
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Chapter 7

Model Climate Run

The Canadian GCM2 data received from CCCma, discussed in section 4.3, is

used to produce the climate run of the MM5 model. Multilevel non-hydrostatic

runs with three nested domains were performed. Four times a day boundary data

are used to drive the model. Initial condition and boundary data are supplied

only at the coarse outer domain. The models' lower boundary data (LOWBDV)

for domain two and domain three is interpolated from domain one. One year

integration is performed using both one times COz data representing the year

1978 and two times COz data representing the year 2044.

While the simulation results shown in this chapter are driven with output

from actual climate simulations, application of these results for climate change

analysis should be viewed in light of some of the limitations faced within the

study. These include:

1. Short periods of integration. Both one and two times CO2 runs have been

undertaken for only a single year. Based on this, it is difficult to draw any

conclusions about the local nature of climate change verses that of natural

variability. No effort was made to screen the forcing data to determine if

,É
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either year \Mas anomalously warm or dry. This would, however, be a useful

future study.

Setting initial conditions. The state of the land surface, especially its

moisture and temperature profile is affected by and in turn affects the at-

mospheric climate. Because of resource limitations in this study, no effort

was made to ensure that the land surface climate was in equilibrium with

the atmospheric climate. In both cases, the simulations were initialized

with the same NCEP reanalysis from the year 2003.

Base model selection. While the base model, MM5, was selected and evalu-

ated against current weather for this study, there were some biases observed

in the model output that increased over shorter analysis periods. Temper-

ature and moisture on an annual basis showed a low overall bias but higher

biases were observed in seasonal comparisons. In addition, no facility was

readily available in MM5 to adjust model CO2 concentrations for the two

times COz result. If available this would likely have a small influence on

the models radiation budget.

4. Forcing data selection. There is considerable variability between the dif-

ferent GCM models and the scenarios used to force them. In this study,

because of its proof of concept status, only output from a single model,

CGCM2, was used in this analysis.

Even with these cautions as presented, there is value in this study by high-

Iighting the possibilities for assessing the impact of transportation infrastructure

using downscaling methods. Before definitive conclusions can be made, addi-

tional analysis and computing resources will be required.

2.
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7.L Model Output

Model outputs are taken hourly from the inner domain (D3), six hourly for do-

main two (D2) and twelve hourly for outer coarse domain (D1). Output from the

inner domain is used for analysis and comparison. Fïom the many output vari-

ables of MM5; surface temperature, relative humidity, latent heat flux, surface

runoff, convective and non-convective precipitation variables were extracted from

the output using GTADS. In order to present the results; January, the mid month

of the winter [December-January-February (DJF)] season is used and similarly

July, the mid month of summer [June-July-August (JJA)] is selected. Many

authors (Chen et al. (2003b),Leung et aI. (2003), and Noguer et al. (1998)) also

considered DJF as the cold season and JJA as the r¡/arm season,

7.L.L Simulated Temperature

Spatial Characteristics of Surface Temperature

Monthly averaged temperature for January 1978 and 2044 is shown in figure

7.1(top), and July 1978 and 2044 in figure 7.1(bottom). Hourly MM5 temper-

ature output is used to calculate monthly averages (grid cell by cell) to show

the spatial distribution of average monthly temperature over the domain. The

general pattern of the surface temperature over the domain follows the local high

and low topography of the area. Strong temperature gradients along the lake

shows N4M5 performed reasonably weÌl to capture fine-scale topographic detail

of the area that is not seen in the forcing data. An example of NCEP assimilated

data over the domain averaged for the month of January and July is shown in

figure 7.2 f.or comparison.
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Monthly Avcrogc Tempcroturc (C) for July 1978 Monthly Âvcrogc Tcmpcroturc (C) for July 2044

Figure 7.1: Simulated monthly average temperature ('C); (top) for the month of January and
(bottom) for the month of July. Left hand side figures are for the year 1978 and
right hand side figures are for the year 2044.

Figure 7.2: NCEP monthly average temperature (oC);
and (right) for the month of July 2003.
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Figure 7.3: Simulated year-round monthly average temperature (oC); one iime COz for the
year 1978 (dot line), two times COz for the year 2044 (cross line), Climate normals
at Winnipeg international airport (1971-2000)(soìid line), and Climate normals at
Thompson A station (1971-2000)(dash line).

Seasonal Cycle of Surface Temperature

Monthly mean surface temperature area averaged over the domain from MM5

for the year 1978 and 2044 is shown in figure 7.3. Due to the increase in COz,

\Marming is seen between 2oC to 5oC year round except for the month of Feb-

ruary. Monthly means of climate normals (1971-2000) at two stations are also

plotted in the same figure to compare with simulated monthly means. Certainly,

comparing domain average model temperature with observed station (a point

location) temperature is an issue. Two stations) one in the south (Winnipeg

Int'l A) and another in the north (Thompson A) of model domain are selected to

minimize the point-area comparison issue. Although mean monthly temperature

plots are derived from one year of simulated data, seasonal variation of temper-

ature (difference of annual high and low) fits reasonably well with the climate

normal plots. Compared to climate normals winter months (DJF) show a warm

bias in the model. There is an overall cold bias in the model while comparing the

double CO2 plot with climate normal. It can be seen that projected temperature

I
3
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E
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is below the climate normal for a number of months, while a couple of global

model experiments (GHG+A) shows a rise of temperature on average of 2.5C

over land by 2050 (HengeueLd, 2000). Agriculture dominated prairie climate re-

quires special consideration of land surface processes during configuration of the

climate model. A careful selection and adjustment of the land surface scheme

may improve the simulations. However, it is interesting to note that the temper-

ature shift due to CO2 increase is similar to the shift associated with a change

in location from Winnipeg to Thompson under observed climate conditions.

Temperature Change Scenario Under Double COz Condition

The spatial distribution of monthly average temperature changes 12xCO2 simu-

lation 2044 minus lxCOz simulation 1978] for the month of January and July

is shown on figure 7.4. Winter time (January) warming varies over the domain.

Winter warming of 1oC to 6oC is seen over the domain with an average increase of

3.5oC. High altitude areas experience relatively higher warming in winter months.

Gi,orgi et al. (L997) also concluded that greater warming occurred at higher eleva-

tion than lower elevations during the cold season. Summer time (July) warming

is relatively evenly distributed over the domain. An average warming of 4oC is

seen during the mid-summer month.

7.1.2 Simulated Precipitation

Spatial Distribution of Precipitation

Monthly average precipitation (convective and non-convective) for January 1978

and2044 is shown in figure 7.5 (top) and for July 1978 and2044 is shown in figure

7.5 (bottom). During winter (January) for 1xCO2 shows (figure 7.5in top left)
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Figure 7.4: Monthly average temperature change ('C)[two times CO2 simulation (2044) minus
one CO2 simulation (t978)]; (top) for the month of January, and (bottom) for the
month of July.

very small amounts of precipitation with a majority of this in the vicinity of lake.

Precipitation increases slightly in 2xCO2 (shown in figure 7.5 in top right) and

the distribution shows higher elevation areas receiving more precipitâtion than

lower areas which follows the topography of the area. On the other hand, seasonal

(Dec-Jan-Feb) precipitation decreases due to the increase in CO2 shown in table

7.1. During summer (July) in 1xCO2 (figure 7.5 in bottom left) precipitation

distribution shows that most precipitation received away from the lake, and a
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similar pattern is seen during summer (July) in 2xCOz (shown in figure 7.5 in

bottom right). Precipitation increased considerably during July between 1x COz

to 2xCOz with some local maxima of 5 mm/day shown in red spots in flgure 7.7

(right). Convective precipitation due to ground heating is the main contributor

in warm season precipitation which can be seen from the spatial distribution of

precipitation in figure 7.5 (bottom).

Precipitation has a considerable impact on transportation infrastructure.

This will be explored further in section 7.2. However, it is worth noting here

that over the Prairies as a whole, on average (1905-96), June receives the high-

est precipitation followed by July and August (Bonsal et a\.,1999). A similar

pattern can be seen from the domain average precipitation plots shown in figure

7.8. Overall seasonal (Jun-Jul-Aug) precipitation increased considerably due to

an increase in COz shown in the table 7.1.

Components of the Surface 'Water Budget

Figure 7.6 (top) shows cumulative precipitation (convective and non-convective)

and evaporation (latent heat fluxl) plots from lxCOz output representing 1978

and figure 7.6(bottom) shows a similar plot from 2xCOz output representing

2044. Dving winter months, cumulative precipitation and evaporation closely

follows each other and seems to be balanced. During summer months, although

precipitation is high compared to other seasons of the year, evaporation exceeded

the precipitation. There is almost 45 to 50 mm of deficit shown at the end of

1MM5 produces latent heat flux (W/*'), which is converted to evaporation using the
equation HL : p,u x lu x E (Di,ngman,2002, Chapter 7.1.3). Here Il¿ is latent heat flux,
p, is mass density of water, l, is latent heat of vaporization, and .Ð is rate of evapora-tjon.

Considering an unit area of one m2, the equation can be solve for E(mm/day) * , ,ry, 
:

'ooo 
(#) x 2 b x ,06 (*o) . '(ffi)'. (n rt-) (+) . (*u) ff) After sorving

for unit, it comes 28.94 W lm2 : 1 mm/day
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Figure 7.5: Simulated monthly average precipitation (mm/day); (top) for the month of January
and (bottom), for the month of July. Left hand side figures are for the year 1978

and right hand side figures are for the year 2044.

the year in both lxCOz and 2xCO2 plots. Evaporation is controlled by the

surface energy and the highest evaporation occurs in summer months (Jun-Jul-

A"g). During a representative summer, the Prairies lose more water through

evaporation than falls as rain in the years simulated. Saunders and Byme (1994)

also concluded signiflcant decreases in soil moisture in the Canadian Prairies

during summer months followed by fall which corresponds to the findings (deficit)

of frgure 7.6. TypicaÌly these deficits are replenished by winter snowfall of the

following year. It is very difficult to conclude the reason for these simulated

deficits since the study is confined to a run of only one year. Some areas that

might be investigated in the future can be summarize as; (i) A more reliable
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set of snow data (on the ground) is required due to its influence to recharge the

soil moisture. No reliable initialization snow data was found during the study

which could be used in combination with the CCCma driving data. (ii) Soil

moisture and temperature data used to initialize the model was gathered from

NCEP reanalysis data. Also, the model was initialized and allowed to spin-up

for a very short period. Generally, less spin-up time is required for atmospheric

component of the model, but to attain a good equilibrium with soil moisture,

spin-up time may require a number of seasons to in excess of a year.

Figure 7.6: Cumulative precipitation(P) and evaporation(.Ð)in mm [solid line denotes evapo-
ration and dashed line denotes precipitation], (in top) for the year 1978 and (in
ì:ottom) for the year 2044

Precipitation Change due to Double CO2

Spatial distribution of monthly average precipitation change due to double CO2

for the month of January and July is shown in figure 7.7. In winter (January),

Cumulûtive Precip¡lat¡on üd Eysp0ralion ( t976)

Apl M8y Jun Ju¡ Aug

Cümulrtivc Pßc¡pitùf ion ûnd Evrporûlion (20¡14)
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Figure 7.7: Monthly average precipitation change (mm/day)[two times COz simulation (204a)
minus one COz simulation (1978)]; (left) for the month of January, and (right) for
the month of July.

average precipitation increases between 0.5 to 1 mm/day due to an increase in

COz and they are evenly distributed over the region except for small decreases

adjacent to lake area. In summer (July), the precipitation increases are much

larger. Average precipitation increases in July range ftom 1,5 - 2.5 mm/day

with some local maxima of 5 mm/day. Total year-round precipitation amount

decreases in the 2xCOz simulation, however, the total summer (Jun-Jul-Aug)

precipitation increases by 63%. This is summarized in table 7.1. Comparing

domain averaged precipitation plots between 1xCO2 and 2xCOz shown in the

figure 7.8, it can be seen that peak precipitation increased during summer months

noticably in the double CO2 scenario.

7.2 Applications

Applications relevant to the study are illustrated in this section and three other

on-going associated research projects (Doering et a\.,2003) are outlined. Efforts

have been made to cite some examples to show linkages between this study and

those on-going studies.
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7.2.1 Hydrologic Budgets

The hydrologic cycle has two major branches; the atmospheric moisture baÌ-

ance and the terrestrial surface water balance. The terrestrial branch consists

of the inflow, outflow, and storage of water in its various forms on and in the

continents and in the oceans, while the atmospheric branch consists of the at-

mospheric transport of water, mainly in the vapor phase. The two branches

of hydrologic cycle join at the interface between the atmosphere and the earth

surface (including oceans)(Pezroto and Oorl, L99I, Chapter 12).

Computation of the water balance for the terrestrial branch of the hydrologic

cycle can be obtained by applying the principle of continuity to a specific region,

using the equation 7.1 (Strong et a1.,2002) shown below.

<P-E>:<.R>+ <ASlAt,> (7.1)

Here variables P, E, and ,9 denotes precipitation, evaporation and surface storage

respectively, and 0Sl0t is the rate of change of surface water storage. Ã is the

water leaving the domain as runoff. The brackets < > indicates spatial averaging

over a domain for a specific time interval. Pei.roto and Oort (1991, Chapter 12)

simplified the equation by assuming the change of storage term is very small for

calculation of water balance over a long period and a large area.

An example of calculating components of the surface water balance is shown

in the remaining part of this section using climate model downscaling from MM5.

AII variables involved in equation 7.1 (except change in storage) are extracted

from the model output for both present and future climate scenarios to show

climate change impacts on the surface water budget. Modeled output of precip-

itation (P) and evaporation (E) are spatially averaged over the model's inner
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Figure 7.8: Area average precipitation over modeì domain (mm/day); in top 1xCO2 and in
bottom 2xCOz modeled output

domain and integrated over time. To estimate runoff (A), u familiar approach is

"runoff routing" over a watershed. For simplicity "runoff routing" is not carried

out in this example. Runoff (< A >) is calculated from the spatially averaged

modeled surface runoff data and integrated over time. Water bodies (lakes)

within the model domain are not masked-out in this caìculation.

Figure 7.8 shows area average precipitation over the model domain for 1x CO2

and 2xCO2 simulations. Considering these two plots (figure 7.8), the highest

rainfall occurred in the future climate (2xCOz) simulation results (shown in

bottom Figure 7.8), which is 4.05 mm/day, where the peak rainfall in current

4.5
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2

f,5
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Table 7.1: Seasonal precipitation (P) mm; area averaged over the domain

27.90 65,18 65.87 56.16 2t5.17
15.69 39.97 107.89 25.50

"Winter (D-J-F) : Dec-Jan-Feb, Spring (M-A-M) : Mar-Apr-May, Summer (J-J-A) :
Jun-Jul-Aug and, Autumn (S-O-N) : Sep-Oct-Nov

climate (1xCO2) simulation shows 3.4 mm/day. Table 7.1 shows the seasonal

summary of precipitation, where summer (J-J-A) precipitation is increased sub-

stantially in the double CO2 simulation compared to current climate. All other

seasons shows a decrease in precipitation due to increased COz. The total pre-

cipitation decreases over the entire year due to increased CO2.

Figure 7.9 shows area average evaporation over the model domain for 1 x CO2

and 2xCOz conditions. Both the plots shows a rise in evaporation toward the

summer and they show a similar peak in evaporation during summer of approxi-

mately 2.4mmf day There is a sudden fall in evaporation down to 7.07 mn.f day,

which can be seen from the evaporation plot of increased CO2 results shown in

Figure 7.9 (bottom). The cause of this is currently unknown and warrants fur-

ther investigation. This situation might be expected during atmospheric limited

evaporation (i.e. lower available energy) or land surface limitations (i.e. drought

conditions). However, on initial inspection, neither condition exists. A seasonal

summary of evaporation is shown in the table 7.2. The summary table shows

"D-J-F: Dec-Jan-Feb, M-A-M: Mar-Apr-May, J-J-A : Jun-Jul-Aug and, S-O-N: Sep-
Oct-Nov

Tab\e7.2: Seasonal evaporation (E) mm; area averaged over the domain

D-J-F M-A-M J-J-A S-O-N' Seasons total
TxCOz
2xCOz

19.05 60.29 143.73 45.77

5.83 53.55 160.84 23.09
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Evaporation (E) of lxCOr: Area average over model domain

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Evaporation (E) of 2xCOr: Area averagc over model domain

Figure 7.9: Area average evaporation over model domain (mm/day); in top lxCO2 and in
bottom 2xCOz modeled output

that summer evaporation increased in Ìower CO2 simulation, and all other season

shows a decrease in evaporation. Annual average evaporation shows a decrease

in the higher CO2 simulation.

Surface runoff output from the model are averaged over the domain to es-

timate runoff change due to climate change. Figure 7.10 shows area averaged

runoffover the model domain for 1xCO2 and 2xCO2 conditions. A runoffpeak

of 0.49 mm/day is found in current climate simulation output shown in figure

7.10 (in top) and a peak of 0,33 mm/day is found in increased COz situation.

For both simulation results, the peak runoff events in the spring do not match
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Runoff(R) of lxCOr: Area average over model domain
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Figure 7.10: Area average runoff over modeì domain (mm/day); in top 1xCO2 and in bottom
2xCOz modeled output

with the precipitation plots shown in figure 7.8, because these peaks are more

likely occurring due to snow melt in the mid spring (M-A-M) season. Closer ob-

seruation of the precipitation and runoff plots shows that the second peak at the

end of May shor'vn in figure 7.10 (top) coincides with the rainfall event occurring

at the end of May shown in figure 7.8 (top). Similarly, the second peak at the

beginning of May shown in figure 7.10 (bottom) coincides with the rainfall event

that occurred at same time can be seen in figure 7.8 (bottom). Although there

are precipitation events during summer months (J-J-A), there are lower runoff

amounts shown in these plots (figure 7.10). The reason for this is that during
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Table 7.3: Seasonal run-off (R) mm; area averaged over the domain

D-J-F M-A-M J-J-A S-O-N' Seasons total
TxCOz
2xCOz

"D-J-F : Dec-Jan-Feb, M-A-M : Mar-Apr-May, J-J-A : Jun-Jul-Aug and, S-O-N : Sep-

Oct-Nov

summer months evaporation increases due to ground heating and causes a reduc-

tion in overland flow with a corresponding increase in infiltration. Also due to

warming, early melting of snow starts early runoff that can be seen from figure

7.I0. A seasonal summary of runoff is shown in the table 7.3. The summary

table shows a seasonal decrease of runoff for all seasons as well as an over all

decrease of 50% in 2 x CO2 simulation.

D-J-F N{-A-M J-J-A S-O-N' Seasons total

IxCO2
8.86 4.89 -77.86 10.38

0.0i 9.33 1.89 0.53

8.85 -4.45 -79.76 9.86

9.87 -13.58 -52.95 2.47

0 4.15 1.633 0.r2
9.87 -17.73 -54.59 2.29

-53.73
11.77

-65.50
-54.25
5.9i

-60.16
2xCOz

'D-J-F : Dec-Jan-Feb, M-A-M : Mar-Apr-May, J-J-A : Jun-Jul-Aug and, S-O-N - Sep-

Oct-Nov

Components of the surface water budget are summarized in figure 7.11. This

figure shows daily precipitation - evaporation (P-E), and run-off (R)2 in mm/day

which is aggregated in Figure 7.72 to show monthly balance of (P-E), and (R) in

mm. In current climate, figure 7.12 (top) shows that during summer months (J-J-

A) evaporation is much higher then precipitation, which is common in Canadian

2MM5 coupled with NOAH model produces two runoff variables, surface runoff (Srcnu0rr)
and underground runoff (UGDRNOFF). Surface runoff variable is used here for runoff comparison.

(P-E)
(R)
(P-E)-(R)

Table 7.4: Seasonaì precipitation - evaporation (P-E), and run-off (R) in mm

(P-E)-(R)
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Precipitation - Evaporation (P-E) and Runoff(R) of lxCO,

- {Þ} -.--.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Precipitation - Evaporation (P-E) and Runoff(R) of ZxCO,

-1
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t-.p-E'-l
| - - -."' I
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Figure 7,11: Daily precipitation - evaporation (P - E), and runoff (-R) rnm/day; in top lxCO2
and in bottom 2xCO2 modeled output

prairies. The lowest (P-E) value of -45.66 mm occurs in July. For 2xCO2, the

summer months also shows (P-E) being negative, with the lowest (P-E) value

being -30.0 in June. Table 7.4 shows the seasonal variation of (P-E) and (P-

E)-(R) for both current climate and increased CO2. Although precipitation (P)

and evaporation (E) decreases in the 2xCOz simulation, the overall difference

of (P-E)-(R) between the two climate conditions remains very similar for both

situations.

s
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Monthly Precipitation - Evaporation (P-E) and Runoff(R) of lxCO,

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Monthly Precipitation - Evaporation (P-E) and Runoff(R) of 2xCO,

Figure 7.12: Monthly precipitation - evaporation (P - E), and runoff (rQ)(mm); in top 1xCO2
and in bottom 2xCOz modeled output

7.2.2 Impact of change in Fþeeze-Thaw cycle

During the course of a day, when the daily high temperature is above freezing and

the overnight low is below freezing, a freeze-thaw cycìe occurs. Hershfield (1974)

defines a freeze-thaw cycle as a temperature fluctuates that crosses the freezing

point on the same calendar day. This may also be referred to as a frost change

day. There are several other types of frost cycles including annual frost cycle

with freezing in winter and thawing during any particular summer, a frost cycle

of several years' duration, and freeze-thaw cycles which are less than diurnal in
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time. Climate change is expected to increase the frequency of freeze-thaw cycles

(diurnal). Preliminary studies show that the severity of freeze-thaw cycles has

increased in Canada. In Ontario, freeze-thaw cycles (days) have increased at

the rate of 3.2 days per decade, and in Saskatchewan the observed rate is 3.9

days per decade. The only exception is the City of Toronto, where freeze-thaw

cycles have been decreasing due to the warming effect related to city's growth.

This has occurred in Toronto due to temperature remaining above zero for longer

periods of time. These changes are imposing greater loads on our transportation

infrastructure (C CM E, 2003).

According to the above definition, to calculate the number of days in which

the temperature crossed the freezing point, the daily variation of temperature

is required at a minimum. Fleeze-thaw cycles which occur over less than a day

require higher temporal resolution data. In addition, higher spatial resolution

data is required in order to study a specific bridge location or a northern road in

Manitoba especially since the northern and southern parts of the province have

considerable differences in freeze-thaw cycles. To demonstrate this difference,

surface temperature (i.e. screen height air temperature) output from the model's

inner domain is taken from two different locations (49'N 97oW and 55'N 97'W).

In order to assess climate change impacts on freeze-thaw cycles, 1x CO2 and

2xCOz results are compared for both locations.

Table 7.5: FYeeze-thaw cycles at two locations for different climate conditions

Climate condition Fleeze-thaw cycles
IxCOz
TxCOz
2xCOz
2xCOz

Figure 7.13 shows four plots of surface temperature for one year. These four

62

80

60
68

Location
490N 970W
55',N 97"W
490N 970W
55"N 97'W
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Simuloled IxCO¡ temperalure at 49oN 9/w
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Figure 7.13: Hourly surface temperature ('C) plot at two different locations (49oN 97oW and
55'N 97'W) to calculate freeze-thaw cycles. Time of the year when freeze-thaw
occurs is highlighted in the ellipse; top two plots were made from lxCO2 simula-
tion at two different location and bottom two pÌots at same location were made
from 2xCO' simulation.

Simulatcd lxCO2 t0ñperrture ol 55\ 9?'W

Simulared 2xCOz tempemlurc ol 49oN 97oW

Simulûtcd 2rCO2 tempcrrtuÉ ût 55oN 9?ow
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plots shows surface temperature fluctuations at two different locations (49'N

97oW and 55'N 97oW) and for two climate conditions. FYeeze-thaw cycles are

calculated from one year model outputs of temperature. Table 7.5 shows freeze-

thaw cycles in different scenarios. The table shows that freeze-thaw cycles in-

crease toward the north for both climate conditions, as expected but show a

decreasing trend for freeze-thaw cycle frequency for the 2 x CO2 simulations in

both locations. This result seems contrary to the Ontario and Saskatchewan ob-

servations which seem to suggest an increasing freeze-thaw cycle frequency with

climatic warming.

7.2.3 Change in Spring Load Restriction

Climate change can certainly have an impact on Manitoba roadways. Lower

strength roads in Manitoba are sensitive to loading during spring thaw condition.

During the spring thaw period, Manitoba transportation services imposes load

restriction on certain roads. A fixed calender date is currently used to apply

or lifi load restriction for a locality that depends on the annual freeze thaw

cycle. The frost free season has been increasing in most parts of Canada with

the largest increase over past 100 years occurring in B.C. and on the Prairies

(CCMÛ,2003). An improved estimate of start date for spring load restriction

will reduce the possibility of road damage due to early thawing or unnecessary

constrains on economic activity when restrictions are imposed conservatively long

before the onset of thawing.

The freezing and thawing index calculation are based on temperature data

below or above 0 oC and these indices are normally calculated from observed sta-

tion data. Locations where dependable observations are made are not generalÌy

available. As an alternative, atmospheric model output can be used when the
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model is configured and calibrated using dependable station data.

To demonstrate the change in annual freeze-thaw cycle, surface temperature

data from the model's inner domain is extracted for two diflerent locations (49"N

97oW and 55oN 97'W) for both (1xCO2 and 2xCO2) climate scenarios. Hourly

model data is averaged to calculated daily mean temperature.
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Figure 7.14: Simuiated daily average temperature oC at two different locations; top two figures
l xCOz and, bottom 2xCOz. Left hand side figures at 49oN 97oW, and right ìrand
side figures at 55oN 97oW.

Figure 7.14 shows daily average surface temperature plots at two different

locations for two climate conditions. In addition, eâch of these figures sho\Ms

a smoothed polyline (fifbh order) fit3 over the temperature plots. These four

3Equations of fifth order polynomiai, g¡ : -4.2059e-071 .ø5+8.9468e-008.øa+-5.3753e-
005 . ø3 + 0.011383 . o2 + -0.64931 . ¿1 + -4.0233, frtted in frgure 7.14 (in top left) and equation
of the otlrer fifth order polynomial, a: -3.5246e - 011 'ø5 + 8.8088e - 008.øa * -5.4893e -
005.ø3 + 0.011699 .12 + -0.65773.r1 + -8.3392, fitted in figure 7,14 (in top right).

Da¡ly average temperature at 49oN 97o\{ (lxCOr) Daily ayerage temperature at sfN 97o\{ (lxCOr)

Daity ayerage tcmpcroture al 49T,{ 9/W (2xCOr)
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smoothed temperature plots are

restriction between locations and

Shift in spring load rstriction at 49oN 97oW

used to inter-compare changes in spring

different climate situations.
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Figure 7.15: Shift in spring load restriction at two different ìocations due to increase COz; left
hand side figure is at 49oN 97oW, and right hand side figure is at 55oN g7oW.

In frgure 7.15, both plots show a shifb of load restriction time in the beginning

of the year in the 2xCO2 simulation, while there is virtually no shift of load

restriction at the end of the year. Figure 7.15 (left) at location 49oN 97oW

shows approximately a20 days shift in spring load restriction, whereas a location

further north at 55'N 97oW shown in 7.15 (right) shows a shift of nearly 15 days.

Figure 7.16: Shift in spring load restriction at different COz due to change in locations toward
north; left hand side figure is 1xCO2, and right hand side figure is 2xCOz.

On the other hand, fi.gure 7.16 shows a uniform shift of load restriction time

due to change in location toward the north. Figure 7.16 (left) shows a shift

98
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of nearly 7 days in both the beginning and end of the year during the current

climate simuìation whereas figure 7.i6 (right) shows a shift on-the-order of 10

days in the beginning and end of the year for increased CO2 simulation.

7.2.4 Impact on Embankment and Base Materials

Northern Manitoba road embankments are sensitive to the impacts of climate

change and the impact wilt initially be most dramatic in regions of discontinu-

ous permafrost. Permafrost degradation causes lateral spreading and settlement

of road embankments. A linked study is going on to investigate degradation

of permafrost, using ground thermal regime sofbware TEMP/VJ4, with particular

interest on the foundation soil near the embankment toe where rapid degrada-

tion is occurring. The model is calibrated using Manitoba Tlansportation and

Government Services (MTGS) supplied subsurface (up to nine meter) measured

temperature data. Presently, the model is using an empirical approach for pre-

liminary study. The modeì's empirical approach simply requires daily surface air

temperature to force the model. For the preliminary study, daily air tempera-

ture have been extrapolated by adding Environment Canada calculated trends

in temperature.

In the future, this study will be extended by using downscaled climate model

data for a specific area of interest. Apart from this, TEMP/W has another option of

applying a "cÌimate function" rather then the empirical approach. The climate

function option allows a user to input daily temperature, relative humidity, aver-

age wind speed, and depth of precipitation (water equivalent) that will enhance

the capabilities of the model. Input data required for the climate option of the

4TEMP/W is part of the geotechnical computer package Geo-slope (version 5), from Geo-

slope International Ltd.
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model can be easily obtained from the climate model output.

7.3 Summary

Surface temperature and precipitation, two significant climate variables, are em-

phasized and compared in this study. Model surface temperature output repre-

senting 1978 and 2044 (between lxCOz and 2xCO2 simuìation) are compared

and show an increase of 3.5'C in 2xCOz simulation. Total year round precipita-

tion decreases in 2xCO2 câse. However, seasonal precipitation summaries show

a 63% increase in precipitation during summer months while other seasons shows

a decrease, Also, peak precipitation events increased during summer months in

2xCOz results.

One objective of the study was to enhance GCM information by dynamic

downscaling (using MM5) through the description of mesoscale processes. Ef-

forts have been made to compare the spatial distribution of two model variables

for a representative month of winter and summer [January, the mid month of

cold (DJF) season and July, the mid month of warm (JJA) season]. Spatial

distribution plots for both variables show reasonable enhancement of local infor-

mation, which foìlow the topography, varied land use and resolved water bodies

within the area.

Other variables, such as evaporation (latent heat flux) and runoff are also

compared. Summer evaporation shows increases while other seasons shows de-

creases and overall annual evaporation is decreased in increased COz simulations.

Total runoff as welÌ as seasonal runoff decreases in double COz simulation re-

sults, however, the number and magnitude of individual runoff events increased.

This points to the possibility of greater variability in local weather in a changed
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climate.

Evaporation and runoff are comparable only with climatological averages

since the GCM forcing does not correspond to actual weather situations. Average

monthly mean temperature plots of modeled output for 1xCO2 and 2xCOz are

compared with climate normal (1971-2000) in figure 7.3. Compared to the cli-

mate average, it can be seen that the model successfully simulated seasonal vari-

ations (difference of seasonal high and low) of temperature. Comparing 2xCO2

surface air temperature with climate normal shows a general underestimation

and did not represent projected increases in future temperatures. This is con-

trary to temperature increases due to increase in COz that is commonly accepted

intheliteratures lWarren (2004), Hengeueld (2000), andHough'tonetal., (IPCC

2001: Chapter 1)].

Applications associated with the project (Doering et a\.,2003) are discussed

in section 7.2 to show how the output of this study can reìate with engineering

applications. Climate change impacts on freeze-thaw cycles are discussed in

section 7.2.2. Results show a decrease in freeze-thaw cycles in the increased

COz simulation. Climate change impacts on frost-free days are also investigated

with the purpose of determining spring load restriction (start date) in section

7.2.3. Results show an increase in frost-free days in the 2xCO2 simulation with

the majority of the shift occurring in the spring. As a result, the start date of

spring load restriction is expected to shifb due to early melting of snow during

the spring. Southern Manitoba experienced a greater shift than the northern

part.
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Chapter I

Conclusions and Future Study

8.1 Conclusions

The following sections (8.1.1 - 8.1.3) present concluding discussions related to

study objectives, model assumptions, remarks on driving data, and suggestions

for future research (section 8.2).

8.1.1 Research Objectives

Objective 1

In accordance with the primary research objective #1, the climate version of MM5

is used as a local area mesoscale model for long term simulations of present (one

time CO2) and future (double CO2) climate over Manitoba. Model results are

analyzed and compared to develop change scenarios in terms of spatial pattern

and means for two representative climate variables (temperature and precipi

tation). Model results show reasonable agreement in regional f local pattern of

climate variables, while underestimation is noticed in capturing future projection

of temperature. \4odel biases could not be corrected as the validation run \¡/as
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limited to one year. Bias corrected results may improve the scenario.

Objective 2

Under research objective #2, an attempt has been made to show engineering

application, such as, the hydrologic water budget, using regional climate model

output (in section 7.2.1). A number of exampìes are illustrated in sections (7.2.2

- 7 .2.4) to use climate model output in associated research (Doering et a\.,2003),

to determine climate change impacts on regional transportation infrastructure.

Impacts on the diurnal freeze-thaw cycle and spring load restriction are studied.

Results show the number of diurnal freeze-thaw cycle per year decreased by 2 to

12 days in the increased COz simulation, with northern Manitoba experiencing

greater decreases than the south. The number of frost free days increased by 15

to 20 days in the increased COz run. As a result, the start date of spring load

restriction is shifted due to the early melting of snow during spring.

8.'J".2 Model Configuration

A "perfect" configuration of a locaì area model is difficult to achieve. Different

model configurations perform differently for different regions, and for different

climatic regimes. So, customization is an important task for any model study

in order to maximize performance. Customization requires careful attention to

parameterization of each variable, which is time consuming and could not be

fully achieved within the short duration of this study. F\rthermore, optimal pa-

rameterization demands sound knowledge of observed physical processes within

the area of interest. It is important that the physics in a local area model can be

adjusted or fine tuned based on the observed understanding of physical process.

Gi.orgi, and Meams (1999) emphasized, the choice of physics (especially for con-
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vection) can be an option of customization depending on the region of interest.

The choice of model domain is discussed in section 2,4.2. It is difficult to

say whether the choice of model domain used in this study was optimal, as this

depends on the region of study and experimental setting /or design. The best-

known possible domain settings were applied to this work. The sensitivity of the

solution on placement of lateral boundaries (models coarse domain boundaries)

can be found by using a trial-and-error approach. However, this could not be

done (tested) within the limited time frame of the study.

8.1.3 Dataset

Models are only as good as the data and assumptions that go into them. For

a regional model, consistency and accuracy of driving data plays an important

role in producing plausible climate simulations.

Globat climate data (CGCM2) provided by the Canadian Center for Climate

Modeling and Analysis (CCCma) are considered the best available data to be

used with the model. However, the MM5 model requires additional inputs, which

are derived from many sources. Any of these driving data may cause ambiguity

in the output. The soil moisture data used in this experiment to initialize the

land surface scheme alone can have a substantial influence on climate variables.

Another example is the MSLP data that is derived from geopotential height

at pressure level 1000 hPa, discussed in earlier section 4.3.2. This data contains

an assumption of hydrostatic balance and is assumed to work well in this study

area. However, this assumption may lead to unrealistic surface pressures over

complex terrain, thereby introducing error.

Special care has been taken to ensure that data obtained, converted or processed

within this research effort is of adequate quality (reliable, consistent, and accu-
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rate).

8.2 F\rture Study

Longer integration is essential to generate sufficient information for the seasonal

variation of climate and spatial distribution patterns of the climate variables to

develop climate change scenarios successfully. Many studies suggested multi-year

runs to develop change scenarios. Gi,orgi, et aI. (7994) presented the first contin-

uous multi-year runs with a regional climate model nested in a GCM to show

climate change scenarios over the United States. Mearns et aL. (1999) performed

two continuous simulations; one fi.ve year present day and one five year double

CO2 run using a regional climate model. Chen et al. (2003b) performed ten years

of integration to show future climate change over North America. Due to limita-

tions of computer resources (especially disk space), the study was confined to run

the model for one year (1978) using lxCOz data and another year (2044) using

2xCO2 data. In the future, the study could be extended with multi-year runs.

Although much effort is given to model set-up and initialize with the best known

configurations, additional efforts are needed to further refine the model para-

meters to optimize performance. Fbture study objectives could be summarized

ô,

1. Five year continuous runs with 1x CO2 data and another five year continu-

ous run with 2 x COz data is necessary to develop improved climate change

scenarios.

2. Soil moisture data compatible with the model is required. In reality, it is

very difficult to get reliable soil moisture data. F\rture study may consider
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a

use of reanalysis data, which is compatible with MM5, to run the model

for a year or more to stabilize the soil moisture internally within the model

and use the output soil moisture data to initialize the model for the next

run.

MM5 modeling system has many combinations of physics options to set-up

model parameters. Performance of the model depends on careful seÌection

of model parameters. Before attempting longer runs, model performance

should be evaluated using short test runs. Additional effort is required

to calibrate the model parameters using 'trial-error' runs to improve land

surface processes and feedbacks.

Development or improvement of a Land Surface Model (LSM), to be used

with a local area mesoscale model suitable for the Canadian prairies.

4.
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Appendix A

Shell Scripts: DECK and CSH

A..1 Basic terrain . deck

The following terrain.deck file is used in this experiment which is modified to

fit the requirement. Part of terrain.deck is not necessary to be modify by the

user, hence I did not include it here.

#l/bln/csh -f
# terrai!.csh
set echo

# Set this if you wouLd like to ftp terraj.D data
#
set ftpdata = true
#set ftpdata = false

# Set tbe following fox ftp'ing 30 sec el.êvation data fron USGS ftP site
#
set lJhere3osTer = ftp
*set where3osTer = /your-data-dirêctory
if ( $Where3osTer -- ftp) then
*
# Use this if you are ftping froE other Places
#
# set users = others
#
# Use this if you ue ftping froe HMM/NCAR

#
set users = l'lHM

el-se
set users =
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endif
#
# UDcoment the foLlowiûg line if usiDg tbe 30 - 100 cn layer soil file
#
set Botsoil
# ------------
# 1, Set up pææeter stateEents
# ------------
cat > src,/puæe.iDc].tnp << EoF
C IIMX,JJMX are the naximu size of thê doEaiqs, NSIZE = IIHX+JJMX

PARAMETER (IIMX = 250, JJMX = 250, NSIZE = IIMX*JJMX)
EOF

cat > src/pùmed.incl,tmp << EoF
C ITRH,JTRH aJe the nuinu size of tl¡e terraiD data.
C NOBT = ITRH*JTRH, here assuing
C ITRH= 270 ( 45 deg. in north-soutb direction, 10 nin. resoÌutiotr)
C JTRH= 450 ( 75 deg. in north-soutb direction, 10 nin. resolution)
C NOTE:

C IF USING GLOBAL 3OSEC ELEVATION DATASET FROM USGS, NEED TO SET

C BOTH ITRH AND JTRH BIG. TRY THE COMMENTED PARAMETER LINE FIRST.
C THIS W]LL REQUIRE APPROXI 0.9 GB MEMORY ON A 32-BIT IEEE MACHINE.
C AN ESTIMATE OF THE DIMENSION SIZE CAN BE HADE FROM Data3os/Tden.out
C AFIER THE FIRST JOB FAILS. USE (XMAXLAT-XMINLAT)*120 TO ESTIMATE
C ITRH, AND (XMAXLON-XMINLON)+120 TO ESTIMATE JTRH.

C PARAMETER (ITRH = 1000, JTRH = 1000, N0BT = ITRH*JTRH)
PARAMETER (ITn¡¡ = 1500, JTRH = 1800, N0BT = ITRH+JTRH)

EOF

#
# 2. Set uP NAI,fELIST

if ( -ê terraiu.DÐe1ist ) m terraitr.nmslist
cat > terraitr.nmelist << EoF

&MAPBG

PHIC = 47.5, ; CENTRAL LATITUDE (ninus for southern benesphere)
XLoNC = -97.0, ; CENTnAL LONGITITDE (ninus for vesterD henesphere)
IEXP = .F., ; .T. EXPANDED COARSE D0MAIN, .F. NOT EXPANDED.

; USERJL IF RITNNING RAWINS/Iittle-r
AEXP = 360., ; APPROX EXPANSION (KM)

IPRoJ = 'LAMCoN', ; LAMBERT-C0NF0RI'ÍAL MAP PRoJECTIoN

;IPRoJ = 'PoLSTR', ; PoLAR STEREoGRAPHIC MAP PRoJECTI0N

;IPROJ = 'MERCAT', ; MERCAT0R MAP PROJECTION

&END

&DOMAINS

MAXNES = 3, ; NIJÌ,ÍBER 0F DOMAINS T0 PROCESS

NESTIX = 74, 103, 91, 37, 277,22t, ; GRID DIMENSIONS IN Y DIRECTION
NESTJX = 90, 130, 91, 37, 277, 22r, ; GRID DIMENSIONS IN x DIRECTION
DIS = 90., 30., 10.0, 10.0, 1.0,1.0, ;GRIDDISTANCE
NTMNC = 1, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, ; MOfiER DOMAIN ID
NESTI = 1, 30, 26, 6, 45, 50, ; LOWER LEFI I 0F NEST IN H0THER DOMAIN

NESTJ = 1, 22, 52, 24, 55, 50, ; LOIJER LEFI J 0F NEST IN HOTHER DOMAIN

RID = 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 3.1, 2.3, 2.3, ; RADIUS 0F INFLUENCE IN GRID UNITS (IFANAL=T)
NTYPE = 2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 6, ; INPUT DATA RESOLUTION

i 7t 1 deg (-111 kn) global tetrain Ðd Iæduse
i 2i 30 nin ( -56 lo) global terrain æd læduse
; 3: 10 nin ( -19 lo) global terraiD ud la¡duse
i 4i 5 nin ( -9 lø) globaJ- terraiD æd læduse
; 5; 2 nin ( -4 kn) global terrain Ðd lÐduse
; 6; 30 sec ( -.9 kn) global terrain ã¡d Iæduse
i

NSTTYP= 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, ; 1 -- oNE HAY NEST, 2 -- TI.l0 vlAY NEST
&END
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&OPTN

IFTER = .T., ; .T.-- TERRAIN, ,F.-- PLOT D0MAIN HAPS ONLY
IFANAL = .F., ; .T.-- OBJECTM ANALYSIS, .F.-- INTERPOLATION
ISMTIITR = 2 , ; L: L-Z-I snooth€r, 2: two pass snoother/desmoother
IFEZFUG = .F., ; .T. USE NCAN GRAPHICS EZMAP I.¡ATER BODY INFO TO FUDGE THE LAND USE

; .F. USE LANDWATER HASK DATA

IFTFUG = .F., ; .T. DON'T D0 EZFIDGE HITHIN THE USER-SPECIFIED

; LAT/L0N B0XES, reed to d€fine næeList fudget
IFFIJDG - .F., ; .T. P0I¡J'[-BY-P0INT FUDGING 0F LANDUSE,

; need to defiDe naE€list fudge
IPRNTD = .T., ; PRII{T OUT LAT. AND LON. 0N THE MESH

IPRTTTT = .F., ; PRINT OUT ALL PROCESSING FIELÐS ON THE MESH

IPRINT = 0, ; = 1: A LoT MoRE PRII{T OUTPUT IN terrain,print.out
FIN = 100,, 50., 25., 25., 100., 100., ; CONTOUR INTERVAL (neter) FOR TERRAIN HEIGHT PL0T
TRUELAT1=30., ; TRUE LATITUDE 1

TRUELAT2=60. , t TRUE LATITUDE 2, use tbis if 1PR0J=,LAHC0N,
IFÌLL = .TRIiE. , ; .TRUE. --- color filLed plots
LSMDATA = .TRIjE., ; .TRUE. --- Create the data for LSH

VEGTYPE = 1, ; LANDUSE DATA TYPE: =0: oLd 13 cat; =1; 24 cat USGS; =2: 16 cat SiB
VSPLoT = .TRUE,, ; .TRUE. --- plot Vege., SoiJ., Vege. Frc. percentages.
IEXTRA = .FALSE., ; .TRUE. --- Create extra data for PIeiE-Xiu LSM

&END

&FUDGE

; USE ONLY IF IFFUDG = .T., POIÌüT-BY-POINT FTDGING 0F LANDUSE,

; IFFUG FOR EACH 0F TTIE NESTS: .F. N0 FIjDGING, .T. FUDGINC

IFFUG = .F.,.F., ; FTDGE FLAGS

; NDFUG : THE NUHBER OF T.UDGING POII{TS FOR EACH OF NESTS

NDFUG = O,O,
; LOCATTON (I,J) AND LANDUSE VALUES FOR EACH OF THE NESTS

; NOTE: REGARDLESS OF IFFUG AND NDruG, 2OO VALUES MUST BE CIVEN FOR

; EACH NEST, OR ELSE THE INDEXING I,IILL GET MESSED UP

; The exæple below is for two doEains. Add nore for domain 3 md up
; if needed. Do not renove 0 values for donain 1 ud/or 2 even
; they ue not us€d.

IFIG(1,1)= 200*0, ; I LocatioD for fudge poj.nts in donain 1

IFUG(1,2)= 200*0, ; I Location for fudge points in domai.n 2
JFtG(1,1)= 200*0, ; J locatioD for fudgê points iD donain 1

JFtG(1,2)= 200+0, ; J Location for fùdge points in donain 2
LNDFUG(1,1)= 200+0, ; Læd-use value at fudge points for donain 1

LNDFUG(I,2)= 200*0, ; LÐd-use value at fudge poiuts for domain 2
&END

&zuDGET

; USE ONLY IF IFTRJG=.T., HHICH MEANS TERRAIN W0N'T D0 EZFITDGE WITHIN

; THE USER-SPECIFIED LAT/LON BOXES, THIS OPTION IS USED WHEN THERE

; ARE INLAND BODIES OF I.IATER THAT ARE DEFINED IN THE LAND USE

; DATA SET BUT NOT IN THE EZMAP DATA SET. THIS OPTION PREVENTS

; THOSE BODIES OF WATER FROM BEING HIPED OUT BY EZFUDGE

NFUGBOX = 2 ; NUÌ'IBER 0F SUBDOMAINS IN I.¡HICH T0
; TURN OFF EZMAP LAND USE FUDGING

STARTLAT=45.0,44.0, ; LATITUDES 0F LOWER-LEFT CORNERS 0F SIßDOMAINS
ENDLAT =46.5,45.0, ; LATITUDES 0F UPPER-RIGHT C0RNERS 0F SUBDOMAINS

STARTLON=-95.0,-79.8, ; L0NGITIrDES 0F L0WER-LEFT C0RNERS 0F SIJBDOMAINS

ENDLON =-92.6,-78.5, ; LONGITUDES 0F IJPPER-RIGHT CORNERS 0F SITBDOHAINS

&END

&EZFUDGE

; USE ONLY IF IFEZFUG=.T., ITHICH TURNS 0N EZl.lAP WATER BODY FUDGING 0F LANDUSE.

; USERS: FEEL FREE TO ADD ANY MORE LAKE SURFACE HEIGI{TS THAT YOU,LL NEED.

; HTPS IS THE HEIGHT IN METERS AND THE INDEK OF HTPS CORRESPONDS TO THE TD

; 0F THE 'PS' AREA IN THE FILE ezmap-uea-ids.

HTPS(441) = -.001 ; Oceus -- Do NOT chÐgs tbis onê
HTPS(550) = 183. ; La.l{e Superior
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HTPS(587) = 777. ; Lales Hichigu Ðd HuoD
HTPS(618) = 776. ; Lale St. Clair
HTPS(613) = 174. ; Lale Erie
HTPS(645) = 75, ; Lahe Otrtuio
I|TPS(480) = 1897, ; Lake Ta¡oê
HTPS(500) = 1281. ; Great SaIt Lake
&END

EOF

#
# ------------
# END OF USER MODIFICATION

^.2 
Basic pregrid. csh

During the experiment, the pregrid. csh file is modified a couple of times, espe-

cially starting date and end date of the time period. This is one of them. Part of

pregrid.csh is not necessary to be modify by the user, hence I did not include

it here.

#l/bin/csb -f
* set echo
# Put your iDput files for pregrid into the directory you specify as Data-Dir:

set DataDir = /extra3/ubbuiy0/m5lsn/REGRID/pregrid/cccna,data/2044/

#
# Specify the souce of 3-d analyses
#

# set SRC3D = 0N84 # Old ON84-fornatted NCEP GDAS ualyses
# set SRC3D = NCEP # Newer GRlB-formatted NCEP GDAS analyses

set SRC3D = GRIB # Maay GRlB-fornat datasets

f InFiIes: Tell the progran shere you have put tbe ilalysis files,
# a¡d vhat you have calÌed then. If SRCSD has the valuerrCRfB",
# tben the Vtables you specify bel-ow in the script vuiable W3D will
# be used to iDterpret the files you specify in the ${InFil"es} vuiable.

set InIil"es = ( ${DataDix}/+_gb.grb )

# Specify the souce of SST ualyses

# set SRCSST = 0N84
# set SRCSST = NCEP

# set SRCSST = NAVY

set SRCSST = $SRC3D

# I¡SST: Tell the progrm vbexe the files with SST ualyses ue. Do

# tbis only if SST analyses are coniDg fron fiLes not resd above iD
# IDFiles, If SRCSST has the value 'rGRIBrr, then tbe Vtables you
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# specify beLow in the script vùiabl.e VTSST will be used to iDterpret
# the files you specify in the ${InSST} vuiable.
#

serInSST=()

# Select the souce of sDow-covel
#

set SRCSNol.l = $SRC3D

# set SRCSNOI,I = 0N84
# set SRCSNoI'¡ = GRIB

æaLyses (entirely optionaJ.)

# InSnow: Set IDSnow only if the sDou-cover æaLyses are fron fil-es
# not Listed iD InFites. If SRCSNoI,I has thê value',GRIB", then thê
# Vtables you specify beÌou in the script varÍab1e WSNOl.l will be used
# to interpret th€ files you specify in the ${Insnow} variable.

set InSnow = o

# SÊlect the souce of soil nodel æa]yses (entirely optional)
#

set SRCSoIL = $SRC3D

# InSoil: Set InsoiÌ only if thê soil æaLyses ate fron files
# not Listed ir InFiles. If SRCSoIL has the vaLue "GRIB',, then thê
# Vtables you specify below in the sctipt variable WSoIL will be
# used to interpret the files you specify iu the g{lnSoil} variabte.

set Insoil = o

# Build tbe Næelist
#
if ( -e ./pregrid.nmelist ) then

m . ,/pregrid. uaneList
endif
cat << EDd-of-Nuelist I sed -e ,s/#.+//; s/ *$//, > ,/pregrid.nmotisr
&recordl
#
# Set the stuting date of the tiEe period you lræt to process:

START_YEAR = 2044 # Yeu (Fou digirs)
START-MONTH = 01 # Month ( 01 - 12 )
START_DAY = 01 # Day ( 01 - 31 )
START-HOUR = 00 # Hou ( 00 - 23 )

END-YEAR = 2044 # Year (Four digits)
END-MONTH = 12 # Montb ( 01 - 12 )
END-DAY = 31 # Day ( 01 - 31 )
END-HOUR = 18 # Hour ( 00 - 23 )

#

# Define the tiEe interval to ptocess.
#

INTERVAL = 21600 # Tine interval (seconds) to process.
# This is Dost sÐe1y the sue as the time interval for
f which the Ðalyses cere üchived, but you cÐ râall.y
# set tbis to just about a¡ything, and pregrid will
# interpolate iD tine ud/or skip over tine periods for
# your regriddiDg pleasue.

Ead-0f -Nuelist

# TeLl the pregrid progræs vhich Vtables to use. Do this only
# if you have selected GRlB-fomatted input usiBg SRC___ = cRfB above.
# The directories referenced here are relative to REGRID/pregrid/.
#
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# The Vtable files Bpecified in W3D will be applied to thê files
# specified in the InFiles væiabl"e. Siniluly, the Vtable fiLes
# specified io WSST, VTSNo!J, æd WSoIL wilt be aPPlied to the files
# listed above iD InSST, InSN0W, æd lnsoil, rêsPectively.
#

set vT3D = ( grib.Eisc/vtable.cccMA3D )
ser VTSST = ( grib.nisc/vtable.cccMASST )

set VTSNOH = ( grib.misc/vtable.cccMASNol{ )

set VTSoIL = ( grib.Eisc/Vtable.CCCMASOIL )

###### ######

###### END USER MODIF]CATION #*####

4.3 VTables

Vtables used in this experiment are shown below. The first four columns of the

Vtable represent the GRIB method of identifying fields. The last three columns

are used by MM5 to identify fields. It is important to know that pregrid reads

data using the code prescribed in Vtable and writes them to a intermediate

format which can be read by regridder, unless some internal coded conversion is

used which is already prescribed by the pregrid code itself'

11

Jù

52
7
2

100
100
100
100
100
702

E

u

rh
z
pnsl0

K

n s{-1}
n s{-1}

n
Pa

TenpêÌature
U

V

Refative Huidity
Heigbt
Sea-levef Pressue

Vtable . CCCMASST

---- - +--- -- -+- - - - - - +- - ----+ -- -- - -- - --+- ---- - - - --+ ------ -
GRIB I Levell Levell Levetl REGRID I REGRID I REGRID I

CodelCodel 1 | 2 lNa¡e I Units lDescriPtioD I

-- ---+------+------+---- --+----------+------ ----+------- --------+
11 I 1 I 0 | lsst lK lseaSufaceTenPeratue I

VtabIe . CCCHAS0IL

-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+-------
GRIB I Levell Levell Levell REGRID I REGRID I REGRID I

CodelCodel 1 I 2 lNme I Units lDescriPtion I

-----+------+------+------+----------+----------+------- ------+
11 lffz I O I 10 lS0ILT01OlK lTof0-l0cngroudlayer I
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11

11

744
t44
91
81
7

7t2
111
t12
LL2

1

1

7

10
300

0
10

0
0
0

200

10
200

SOILT2OO
SOILT4OO
SOILMO 1 O

SOILM2OO

SEAICE
LANDSEA

SOILHGT

K

K

fraction
fraction
0/1 Fl.ag
0/1 Flag
n

T of 10-200 cn groud Ìayer
T of 300 cE groud layer
Soil Moistuê of 0-10 cn ground Ìayer
Soil Moistùê of 10-200 cu groud layer
Ice flag
Lud/Sea flag
Terrain fiel-d of source uaLysis

^.4 
Basic regridder namelist. input

&recordl
start-year = 2044
start-noDth = 01
start-day = 01
start_bou = 00
end_yeu = 2044
€nd_nonth = 04
end-day = 30
€nd_hour = 18
interval = 27600 /

&record2
DtoD in Pa

rew-levels-in-Pa

terrain-f i Ie-Dme
constÐt s-f uIl-Dæe

&record4
print-echo
print-debug
print-mask
print-interp

= 1000
= 100000 , 97500 ,95000 ,

92500 , 90000 ,

85000 , 80000 ,

75000 , 70000 ,

65000 , 60000 ,

55000 , 50000 ,

45000 , 40000 ,

3s000 , 30000 ,

25000 , 20000 ,

15000,10000,
7000 , 5000, 3000, 2000 ,

= .FALSE. /
sst_to_i ce_thresho Id
ÌiDeü-interpolat i on

&record3
root ='../preBríd/FILE' ',./pregrid/SST-FILE' '../pregrid/SN0l,l-FllE' '../pregrid/S0IL-FILE'

=' ../../TERRAIN/TERRAIN-D0MAIN1' /
='. /ALMX-FILE" . . /pregríð./SST-FILE:2003-10-01-00'

= .TRIJE. ,

= .FALSE. ,

= .FALSE. ,

= .FALSE. ,
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print_link_list_store = .FALSE. ,
print-æray_store = .FALSE. ,
print-header = .FALSE. ,

priDt_output = .FALSE. ,
print_file = .FALSE. ,
print_tc = .FALSE, ,
print-f77-info = .FALSE. /

&record5
iûsert-bogus-storm = .FALSE.
uu-storn = 1

Latc_Ioc = 36 .0
louc-Ioc = -35 .0
wax-Eeters-per-second = 35.0
max = 90000,0
wax-ratio = 0.75 /

,A'.5 Basic interpf namel-ist . input

&record0
input-fi.Ie = '.,/REGRID/regridder/REGRID-D0MAIN1' / ! pressue-level- data file næe

&rêcord1
start_yeu = 2044
start_Eouth = 01
start-day = 01
start-hour = 00
end-year = 2044
end-month = 04
end-day = 30
end-hou = 18
intervaL = 21600
less-than-24h = .FALSE. /

&record2

PtoP = 10000
isfc =0/

sigma-f-bu = 1.00,0.99,0.98,0.96,0.93,0.89, ! ful). signa, bottom-up,
0 .85,0.80,0. 75,0.70,0. 65,0. 60, ! start with 1 . 0, end
0.55,0.s0,0.4s,0.40,0.35,0.30, ! with 0.0
0 . 2s,0 . 20,0. 1s,0 . 10,0. 05,0 . 00

I Tbe stuting ud
! eDding dates to
! process

! tine difference (s)
! if input is ]ess thm 24 b

! top pressure if need to be redefiDed
! # signa levels to spread
!suface infomation

&record3
p0 = 1.eS ! base state sea-level pres (Pa)

tlp = 50. I base state Lapse rate d(T)/d(ln P)
tso = 275. I base state sea-level tenp (K)
tiso = 0./ I base state isothernal stratospberic temp (K)

&tecord4
reEovediv = .TRUE. I T/F renove integrated neu divergence
usesfc = .TRUE. I T/F use surfãce data
wrth2o = .TRUE. ! T/F spêcific huidity wrt liquid H20
psfc-nethod = O / I 0 => (Tsfc+Tslv)/2 ,1 => diu¡ally avg tenp

&rêcord5
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ifdatiD = L2 / ! # of IC tiDe periods to output

4.6 Basic conf igure . user

Generalized conf igure . user is supplied with compilation options of system vari-

ables, codes appropriate for different computers platforms, and MPP options as

well. The following conf igure. user is used for the experiment, I did not include

other options.

# file: configure.user
#--- ------------
# SectioDS
# 1. Systen Vuiables
# 3. FortrÐ options
# 3a. Cray (YMP, J90)
# Note: set RUNTIME-SYSTEI,Í="4*Ot-IO" for Cray interactive job
# 3b. IRIX.6.X (SGl-0rigiu,SGI-R10000,SGI-R8000 which support 0penHP)
# 3b2. IRIX.6.X (SGI-0rigin,SGI-R10000,SGI-R8000)
# 3c. IRIX.5.2,/5.3, IRIX.6.x (SGI-R4000/SGI-R4400/SGI-R5000)
# Note: setRUNTIHE-SYSTEM="SGI-R4000"forSGÌ-R4400/SGI-R5000
# 3d. SIJN Fortræ (solaris,SPARC20/SPARC64)
# 3e. DEC-ALPHA (0SF/1)
# 3e2. DEC-ALPHA GTAA/94AA; use Oped4P parallel directives)
# 3f. IBM (AIX)
# 3Í2. IBM, 0penl,fP (AIX)
# 3g. HP (Ux)
# 3h. HP (SPP-UX) for HP Exenplu S/X-Class Systens
# 4. GeneraL comuds
# 5. options for naking "./ÍDclude/pæÐe.incL"
# 6. Physics Options (nenory related)
# 7. MPP options (Set no options iD section 3)
# 7a. IBM SP2

# 7a.1 IBM SP2 with SMP Dodes
f 7b. Cray T3E

# 7c. SGI Origin 2000
# 7d. HP Exenpl-ù
# 7e. Conpaq ALPHA/MPI

* 7a.1 ALPHA Liru with MPI

# 7t. Fujitsu VPP

* 7e. Network of Linux PCs with MPI
# 7h. NEC SX/5 (uder developnent)
# 7i. Su MPI
#
T-------------
# 1. Systen Vùiables
*-------------
SHELL = /bin/sb
.SUFFIXES: ,F .i .o .f .c
T-------------
* 3. FortrÐ optioDs
# Uncoment the o¡es you aeed, iûcludiûg RUNTIME-SYSTEH
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È-------------
LIBINCLIJDE = $ (DEW0P) /include
F-------------

# 3d. SUN (soIari.s,SPARC20/SPARC64)
# Different FCFLAGS ud LDoPTIoNS w€re tested, other optioDs were conE€nted
# Ðd just for exanple.
*-------------
RUNTIME-SYSTE¡'I = "SUN"
FC = f95
# Cbuge nade
#FCFLAGS = -fast -xtarget=ultra3i -xcache=16/32/4:t024/32/f -xæch=vg -I$(LIBINCLIJDE)
#FCFLAGS = -Jast -xtarget=uLtra3i -xcache=64l32/4:7024/64/4-I$(LIBINCLUDE)
FCFLAGS = -opemp -fast -xtarget=ultra3cu -xcache=64/32/4:at92/572/2 -I$(LIBINCLITDE)
#FCFLAGS = -I$(LIBINCLUDE)
CFLAGS =
# Cbuge nade
#LDOPTI0NS = -f ast -xtarget=ultra3i -xcache=16/32/ 4 t !024/32 / L -xarcb=v9
#LDOPTI0NS = -fast -xtarget=ultra3i -xcache=64l32/4: f024/64/4
LD0PTIoNS = -opeMp -f ast -xtargêt=ultra3cu -xcach.e=64 /32 / 4 t 8192 / 5I2 / 2
#LDoPTI0NS -
çpp = /¡sr/J.ib/cpp
CPPFLAGS = -I$(LIBINCLUDE) -C -P
LOCAL-LIBRARIES =
MAKE = dnal<e -i -r -j 12
#MAKE - na](e -i -r

*-------------
AR=arru
Rl'l = m -f
Rl,l_CMD = $(RM) +.CKP +.ln +.BAK *.bak *.o *.i core errs ,* *- *.a \
.enacs-+ tags TAGS naJ<e.Iog Ma.keout *.f !

GREP = grep -s
CC=cc

f 5. Options for naÌing ./include/pilue,incl

# FDDAGD (integer) - u1u -> FDDA gridded ru
FDDAGD = 0
#

# FDDAOBS (integer) - u1u -> FDDA obs ru
FDDAOBS = 0
#

# HAXNES (integer) - Hu Nuber of DoEaiDs i¡ sinuLation
# Modified
MAXNES = 3
#
# HIX,HJX (iDteger)
# uas MIX = 49 Ðd MJX = 52

MIX = 130
MJX = 130
# t'fKX (integer)
HKX = 23

- Maxinu Dineusions of æy Douai¡

- Nuber of half signa leve1s in nodel

#

# 6. Physics 0ptioDs
# The first MAXNES vaLues in the list will be used for the corresPondiDg
# Eodel trests; tbe rest i[ the list cÐ be used to coEPile otber oPtions.
# The exceptior is FRAD, of which only the first vaLue is used iD the nodel,
# (i.e., orly one radiatioD optioD is used for alL nests). The rest alLov
# other options to bê coEpj.led.
# Compilation of Ara.kawa-Schubert cuulus schene requires insl.
*-------------
# IMPHYS - for explicit noisturê scheEes (uray,integer)
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IMPHYS = "4,4,4,!,7,7,t,7,7,Lil
# - Dry,stabLe,wm rain,sitrple ice,nix phase,
# -7 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5
# - graupel (gsfc) , graupel (reisner2) , schul-tz
# -,6 ,7 ,8
MPHYSTBL = O

# - o=do Dot use look-up tabLes for Eoist
# physics
# - 1=use look-up tables for noist physics
# (curently ouly si.npLe ice and nix phase
# arê available)

# ICUPA - for cuulus scheEes (æray,integer)
# - None,Kuo,crell",AS,FC,KF,BH,KF2- L,2,3,4,5,6,7,A
ICTPA = il6,6,6,1,1,1,1,1,1,1il
#
# IBLTYP - Jor plæetæy bouduy layer (array,integer)
# - O=no PBL flues,l=bulk,2=Blackadar,
# 3=Buk-Thonpson,4=Eta H-Y,S=MRF,
# 6=Gayno-Sema¡,7=Plein-Xiu
IBLTYP = x5,s,5,0,0,0,0,0,0,0tr
#
# FRAD - for atEospheric radiatioD (integer)
# - RadiatioD coolj.Dg of atmospbere
FRAD - "4,0,0,0"

# IPoLAR - (integer) for polu nodel used on)"y if ISOIL=1
# O=not polu (S-layer soil nodel)
# 1=polæ (7-layer snow/soil nodel)
IPOLAR = 0
# O=noaê , 1=s itrple , 2=cloud, 3=ccn2 ,4=rrtn
# ISoIL - for nulti-layer soiL tenperatue nodel (integer)
# - O=no,1=yes (only works with IBLTYP=2,4,5,6)
# 2=Noah lÐd-surface schems (IBLTYP=4,5 ouly)
# 3=Plein-Xiu LSM (IBLTYP=7 only)
# Modified
ISOIL = 2

# ISHALLo (array,integer) - Sballow Convection 0ption
# t=shallow convectio¡,o=No shallow colvection
ISHALLO = "0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0"

# 7. MPP options
#
# For general j.lfornation Ðd updated "helpdesk" infomation see
* htt-p: / /ucw , ro. ucar . edu/m5/npp
# }:rtt"p: / /uw. m. ucar. edu/m5/npp/helpdesk
#
+-------------
#
#
#
#
# HPP Softwüe Layer
MPP-LAYER=RSL
#MPP-LAYER=NNTSHS

f
# PROCMIN-NS - Eilinu Duber of processors allowed in N/S din

PROCMIN-NS = 1

#

# PRoCMIN-EW - niDinu auber of processors aLLoHed in E/W din
#
PROCMIN-EI.J = 1

Presently, of the HPP platforEs oDly the flsp2"

is suppLied with the "nal(e deck" capability.
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#
# ASSU}IE-H0H0GEN0US-ENVIR0NMENT - oa a nachine with a heterogeDêous
# Eix of processors (differeut speeds) setting this conpile tiEe
# coDsta¡t to 0 (zero) allocs the progrÐ to detect the speed of each
# processor at thê begiuing of a ru a¡d the¡ to attenpt to cooe up with
# Ð optiEal (static) napping. Set tbis to 0 for a heterogeneous
# nix of processors, set it to 1 Jor a hoEogeDeous nix. UDLess you
# ue certain you bave a heterogeneous nix of processors, leave tbis
# set to 1. Curently, this optioD is ig¡ored o! pl.atfoms other
# thæ the IBM SP.

ASSUME-H0M0GENEOUS-ENVIRONHENT - 1

#
#-------------
# Don't touch æythiDg below this line
Ë-------------
.F.i:
$ (RÌ,1) $@

$(cPP) $(cPPFLAcs) $+.F > $o
nv $+.i $(DEn0P)/pick/SÈ.f
cp $*.F $(DEWoP)/pick
,c.o;
$(RÌ'f) $@ && \
$(cc) -c $(CFLAGS) $*.c

.F.o:
$(RM) $@

$(Fc) -c $(FcFLAcs) $*.F

.F.f:
$(RM) $@

$(cPP) $(CPPFLAGS) $*.F > $@

.f.o:
$(RM) $@

$(FC) -c S(FCFLAGS) $+.f
*-------------

4.7 Basic mm5. deck

Model run time deck script is created by using 'rna-ke mnS.deck'. This script

allows the user to modify run time options to execute mms. exe. During the

experiment) moving nest, FDDA and observational nudging options are not used

and dropped from the following deck. The foìlowing mnS. deck is used for the

experiment.

# ! /bi¡/sb
#
# Versio! 3 of m5 job deck
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#
* The m5 executable (ms.exe) expects to find the followiDg files
# in the Ru/ directory:
# MMINPUT-DOMAINI - I

# BDY0UT_DoMAINl | --> output files fron Interpf
# LOWBDY-DOMAINI - I

# TERRAIN-D0MAIN[2,3. .] if rwing nests --> output fron Terraiu
#
# If it is a restut ru:
# RESTART-D0HAIN1[,2,3..] --> output fron MM5 ru: renæed fron
# SAVE-DOMAINI [,2 ,3. . . ]

# If it is gridded FDDA ru uith suface æalysis nudging:
# SFCFDDA_DoMArN1[2,3,...]
#

# If it is observationaL nudging ru:
# MM5OBS-DOMAIN1[,2,3..] -->user-crêatedobservationfites
f
# 0utput fron a MH5 ru:
# If IFIAPE - 1

# MMOUT-DOMAINI[,2,3...] --> one output for each domain
# If IFSAVE = TRUE

# SAVE-DOMAINI[,2,3...]

#

# tenp fj.Ies should be accessible
uask 022
#
# Sections
S 1. optioDs for Dæelist ("mlif ")
# 2. Rwing. ..

# 1. 0ptions for næelist ("mlif")

# The first dimension (colun) of the arrays denotes the donain
# identifier.
# Col 1 = Donain #1, CoI 2 = Don #2, etc.
#
cat > ./Ru/oparæ << EOF

&OPARAM

; ++++++++*+++* FORECAST TIME AND TIME STEP +****+++*+*rrr*+*Ë

TIMAX = 26172Q., ; forecast length in niDutes
TISTEP = 180., ; coarse donain DT in nodel, use 3+DX

i

; +++**r+**i+*+*ouTPUT/RESTARToPTIONS**************+
i
IFREST = .F., ; wbether this is a restalt

IXTIMR = 260280, ; restart tiue in nlnutes
IFSAVE = .TRUE., ; savê data for restut

SVLAST = .ÎRUE., ; T: otrly save the last file for restart
; F: save truLtiple files

SAVFRQ = 369. , ; how frequently to save data (in ninutes)
IFTAPE = 1, ; nodel output: 0,1

TAPFRQ = 60., ; hoc frequeDtly to output nodel resul.ts (in Einutes)
BUFFRQ = 0., ; hoH frequently to split Eodel output files (in ninutes),

; ignored if < TAPFRQ

INCTAP = 12,6,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, ; nultipliers of TAPFRQ for outputting
IFSKIP = .FALSE., ; whether to skip input files - D0 NoT use this for restart

CDATEST = '1993-03-13-00:00:00', ; the DATE for tbe starting file
IFPRT = 0, ; suple priDt out: =1, a lot of print
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PRTFRQ = 720., ; PtiDt frequeDcy fol sÐPIe outPut (in ninutes)
MASCHK = 99999, ; nass conservatioD check (KTAU or ûo. of tine stePs)
IFTS0UI = .FALSE., ; output tine series (default 30 Points)

TSLAT = 0.0,0.0,0,0,0.0,0.0, ; latitudes of tine series Points (S is negative)
TSLON = 0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, ; loDgitudes of tiue series PoiDts (W is negative)

&END

EOF

cat > ./Ru/Ìparæ <( EoF

&LPARAM

; 1, user-chosen options I

RADFRQ = 30., ;atEosPheric radiation calculation frequency (in ninutes)
II'ÍVDIF = 1, ;noist vertical diffusion in clouds - 0, 1 (IBLTYP=2,5 only)
IVQADV = 1, ;vertical troistue advection uses Ìog interPolatioD - 0, linear - 1

IWADV = 1, ;vertical tenperatuê advectioD uses theta interPolatioû - 0, linear - 1

ITHADV = 1, ;advection of teDPeratue uses Potential tenPerature - 1, stædùd - 0

ITPDIF = 1, ;diffusio¡ using Pertubation tenPeratue - 0,1
ICoR3D = 1, ;3D Coriolis force - 0, 1

TEXSI = 0, ;iDitiaL sea-ice - 0, l(base ou SST), 2(read in) (ISOIL-I only)
IFITPR = 1, ;upper radiative boudary condition - 0, 1

i
; 2. do not chæge IB0IIDY

IBOUDY = 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, ;boudary conditions
i (fixed, tine-dependent, relaxation -0,2,3)
i

; 3. keep the folLowing 8 vuiabLes as they üe
; uless doing sensÍtivity rus

IFDBY = 0, ;fake-dry ru (no latent beating) - 0, 1

; for IMPHYS = 2,3,4,5,6,7 (requlres ICUPA = 1)

ISSTVAR= 0, ;vüying SST i¡ tÍne - 1, otherwise, 0

IMoIAV = O, 0, 0, O, O, O, O, O, 0, O, ;bucket soil moistue schene 0 - not used,

;1 - used û/o extra inPut, 2 - user w/ soil n iüPut
IZOT0PT= O, ;thernal roughDess oPtion in IBLTYP = 2,5.

;0 - old oPtion, 1 - Gæratt, 2 - ZilitiDkevich
ISFÌ{THD= 1, ;net}rod for calculation of 2El108 diagnostics

;0 - old Eethod, t - new nethod for stable conditions
IFSN0ll = 0, 0, O, O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ;SN0li C0VER EFFECTS - 0' 1,2
i i0 - no effêct, 1 - witb effect, 2 - sinple s¡ow nodef
ISFFLX = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, f , 7, 7, 1, ;suface flues - 0' 1

ITGFLG = 7, f,7,1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ;suface tenPeratue Predictlon - 1:yes, 3:no
TSFPAR = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ;suface characteristics - 0, 1

ICL0UD = L, 7, L,1, 1, 1, 7, f, 7,1, ;cloud effects on radiation - 0, 1

; curent]Y for IFR.AD = 1'2
IEVAP = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ;evaP of cfoud/rairsater - <0,0, >0

; (currentÌY for IHPHYS=3,4,S onlY)
ISMRD = 2, ;soil noisture initiatization by PX LSM:

; =0, use noi'stue avail fron LANDUSE TBL;

i =2, use soil noistue fron REGRID

; Next two switches for new version of NOAH LSM (IS0IL=Z)

RDMAXALB=.FALSE. ;ùse cLino ndiEW sDow aÌbedo (not læduse table)
RDBRDALB=.FALSE. ;use nonthly clino backgroud albedo (not leduse table)
i

EOF

cat > ./Ru/Dpuu << EoF

&PPARAM

t

; +++****+++++TMISCELLANEoUSOPTIoNS++++t**+++++++*++

i

; The values for tbe folloving 5 vuiables æe only used if ISFPAR = 0

; (i.e' only lÐd/water suface catagories)
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ZZLND = 0.7, ; roughless lêDgth over la¡d in neters
zzwfß, - 0.0001, ; rougbless leDgth over water in Eeters
ALBLND=0.15, ; albedo
THINLD = 0.04, ; suface thernãI iDertÍa
XMAVA = 0.3, ; noistue availability over lÐd as a decinal fraction of o¡e
t

CoNF = 1.0, ; Don-convective precipitation saturation threshol.d (=1: 1007,)

&END

EOF

cat > ./Ru/fparÐ << EoF
*-------------
#
# crsate nueList: mlif , ild renove coments f ron DÐeÌist:

Dake mlif
cd ./Ru
sed -f ../Util/no-coment.sed mlif I grep lA,-Z,a-zl > mlif .tnp
nv mlif .tnp m).if
m fpùæ lpuæ npuu oparæ pparan
#
*-------------

# ¡u MM5

f
date
echo "tinex mS . exe > ! m5 . print . out "
#. ,/m5 . exe
ti,nê .,/m5. exe > m5. priût. out 2>&1

4.8 Basic mm5-to-grads. csh

# | /bln/csh

# "iDfiLenue" is tbe iuput file to thê MMStoGIADS Progru
# (include fulL path if file is not iD curletrt directory)
* r'outfilenæe" is the næe of thê output fron the MHStoGTADS Progræ
# (include full path if you do Dot wÐt the fiLes to be placed in
# curent directory)
# outfilenæe vill be used for botb tbê .ctl ud .dat file
* In the case belos tbe files d3va12003-09-12.ct] and d3val2003-09-12.dat will be created

set ÍDJilenme = "/sa¡¡a!/ubhuiy0/MM5/Ru/Ml'10UT-2003-09-12/MlfOUT-DOHAIN3-03-2003-09-12"
set outfilenæe = "/extra3/mbhuiy0/extracted.data/validation/d3va12003-09-12"

##### END OF USER },ÍODIFICATTONS #####

Apart from rnnS-to-grads. csh, the user slìould also carefully modify certain

variables prescribed in namel-ist. input to use the MMStoGTADS utility properly.

A detail discussion of namel-ist. input variables is shown in section 5.4.7 above.
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Appendix B

GrADS Scripts

8.1 GrADS Control Files

This sample control frle is used to read binary data after removing the header

using a python script (mentioned in appendix C.3 below). Some notable point of

the control file; - options 365-day-caLendar is used to set calender for noleap or

climate mode as the supplied data is using climate calendar, - xdef 97 linear

0.00001 3.75 is used for 97 gaussian grid point aI 3.75 deg grid and starting

0.00001 is used to avoid loop around. Online reference for different options of

GrADS control file can be seen from http: / /grads. iges. org/grads/gadoc/

gadocindex. htnl

A smple ctl file:

*A ctl file to read iD the binily data ouput by grads (or cgrib)
dset -2044-v1000.biD
udef -9. 99e+33
title Velocity v-coEponeDt at 1000 nb level
options 365-day-caleudar
xdef 97 ]inear 0.00001 3.75
ydef 48 ì.evels
-87.16 -83.48 -79.7A -76.07 -72.36 -68.65 -64.94 -61.23
-57.52 -53.81 -50.10 -46.39 -42.6A -3A.97 -35.26 -31.s4
-27.83 -24.72 -20.4L -16.70 -12.99 -9.28 -5.57 -1.86
1.86 5.57 9.2A L2.99 76.70 20.41 24.72 27.43
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31.54 35.26 38.97 42.68 46.39 50.10 53.81 57.52
6L.23 64.94 68,65 72.36 76.07 79.78 83.48 87.16

zdef 1Ii.Dêù 11
tdef 1460 lineù 00201jÐ2044 6br
vüs 1

vmd 1 34, 100 ,0 v wind [n/s]
eDdvars

8.2 Scripts

A GIADS script file to combine all pressure level data together.

A saEplo script filê:
'reiDit'
'open 2044-v1000.ct]'
'open 2044-v925t.ctl'
'open 2044-v850t.ctl'
'open 2044-v800t,ctl'
'open 2044_v700t.ctl'
'open 2044-v600t, ctl'
'opeD 2044-v500t.ctl'
'open 2044-v400t.ctL'
'open 2044-v300t.ctl'
'open 2044-v200t.ctl'
'open 2044-v100t.ctl)
'open 2044-v50tx.ctl)
'open 2044-vlOtx.ctl'
'set fwrite v.biD'
)set gxout fwrite'
t-=1
lJhile (t-<=1460)

'set t 't-,d v.1,
'd v .2'
'd v .3'
'd v,4'
'd v.5'
'd v.6'
'd v.7'
'd v.8'
'd v.9'
'd v.10'
'o v.ll'

'd v.12'
'd v.13'

t- = t-+1
endchile
'disable fwrite'
'close 13'
'close 12'
'close 11'
'close 10'
'close 9'
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'close 8'
'close 7)

'close 6'
) close 5'
'cÌose 4'
'close 3'
'close 2¡

'close 1 '

The following GrADS script is used to calculate MSLP from geopotential

height at pressure level 1000 hPa, which is described in section 4.3.2.

+f uction 21000-to-pmsl. (ugs)
+ This fuction will calculate pEsl fron 21000 (geopotential)

'reiDit ,

if (ugs=' ' ¡
say 'Enter geopotentiaL file (no extensiou)'
returD

eLse
infl = subwrd(args,1)

endif
'open 'infl'.ct}'
'q file'
filê = subLÍn(result,1)
file-¡o = subwrd(fiIe,2)
va¡-1 = sublin(resu]t,7)
vù-z = subvrd(var-l,1)

say var_z
*z is in gpn
*]evels are i! hPa

'set lev 1000'
'set fcrite 21000-to-pnsl.bit'
'set gxout fvrite'

t-=1
wbile (t-<=1460)

)set t 't-
*calculated pDsl is iD Pa

,d (,vu_z, +0. 121+1000)*100,
t_ _ t_+1

endwhile

'disable fvrite'
'close'fiIe-no

The following GrADS script is used to prepare soil data from NCEP Reanaly-

sis II data. This script extracts a selected variable from the grib file opened in

GrADS and writes it in the same sequence of flat binary file as output. The

user requires a control file (example is shown in 8.1) to read the binary frle of
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selected variables in GTADS. To use the soil data in MM5, lats4d is used to

convert binary data into GRIB format; a detail description of it's use is shown

in section 4.3.1

'reinit'

Dyvars = 'soilwsoil.t soiLçsoilE tEpsoilb ttrpsoilt tnpsoiln weasdsfc,

'opeD 2044-soils. grb, ctl'
'set fwrite 2044_con_soil.bin'
'set gxout fwritê'

tm=1
whlle (tm<=1460)
say tn
'set t 'tn
*'set z 0'
var-no = 1

vhile (var-no <= 6)
var = subwrd(nyvars,var-no)
say vaI

'd 'var

var-no=var-no+1
endwhile

tn = tm+1
endvhile

'disabl"e fvrite )

'cLose 1 '
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Appendix C

Data Conversron Utilities

C.l Matlab Codes

A Matlab function (f :ead22n) is used to read the ASCII format CRCM data

downloaded from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CC-

Cma) to convert them to a matrix array where time step (year and month), type

of variable (temperature, precipitation), x dimension and y dimension of the data

array is stored in the matrix.

f uction lxx, U] = f -read22n(x)
fidl = fopen(x,'rt');
7.a = fscæf (f idl,'7s')
xx= [] ;

u = [];
c=0;
s = fgets(fid1);
wbile -feof (fid1)

s = fgets(fidl);
st = strrep(s,' ',")'
cbk = stmatch('GRID',st) ;

if cbÌ>o
br€aÌ

else
c=c+1;

end
end

frewind(fidl) ;
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while -feoJ (fid1)
s = fgets(fidl);
10c = idstriP(s);
ym = ]oc(2);
rov = loc(6);
col = Loc(5);
yms = nN2str(ym);
yr - str2nu(yms(1:4));
E = str2nu(yms(5:6));
U = [yr n co]. rosl;

¡n = [];
for i=1: c

s = fgets(fid1);
sj = roud(length(s)/12) ;

var = sscuf (s, '7f ',sj);
%P = str2nu(st);
bu = [bn vu'];

end
h = [h bn];
xx = lxx ; b];

end

Separate Matlab function (allplot) is developed to calculate mean for vari-

ables and pìot them against climate normals.

fuction allplot
Z PlottiDg uomal tenPeratEe
7.+++ +**** *++ ++*++*+ +**++ +* ****++ +*t***+*+ ++*+++*+ +*****
lxx,U] = f-read22n('41-74-Ico2-Ps-7975-1984-P1stm') ;

[a bJ = "i""1**r'7 Calculating average over all cell's
mceLls = neæ(xx(:,5:b),2) ;

c = a/L2;
st = reshape(mcells,12,c) ;

load tDom;
.¿ tnorm viI] Ioad teEParatue nomals
figure(1);
subplot(1,3, 1),plot(neæ(st,2),'xr-' ) ;

Ìrold on
subplot(1,3,1) ,plot(tnom' ,' . -');
TitLe'Heu TenParatue' ;

xlabel 'Mouths' ;

ylabel' Degree Ce]cious';
%tegend('RCM data','Clinate Nomal' ) ;

7 Plotting preciPi.tation
'/, ******+ + **+** t*****++** +*+** ***** *+++****++****+ ******
[xx, b] = f -read22n(' 41 -7 4 -Lcoz-Ps -7975-1984-P1PcP' ) ;

[a b] = size(xx);
7 Calculating averags over a]l cel-Ls
mceLLs = neu(xx(:,5:b),2) ;

c = a/12;

pcp = reshape (mcelts , 12, c) ;

Ioad pcprom;
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Z pcpnom will ]oad precipitation nomals
figure(1);
subpLot ( 1, 3, 2),pIot (neaa(pcp,2),, xr-' ) t

hold on
subplot(1,3,2),plot( (pcpnom/30)',' . -' ) ;

Title')PriciPitation';
xlabel 'Months';
ytabel '16/day)' ;

ZLegeud('RCM data','CliEate Nomal') ;

'tr PlottiDg Spec. Huidity
'tr+++*+*****+++******++*r****r+**+*r********+r*+*+**r*+*
lxx, h] = f -r e ad22t(' 4t -7 4 -! coZ -ps -t975-1 984-p 1sq' ) ;

[a u] = size(xx);
7, CalculatiDg average over aLt cells
mcells = nem(xx(¡,5:b),2) ;

c = a/72;
sq = reshape(mcells, 12,c) ;

]oad sbuid;
7, shmid will load st-pressue (station pressure)
7. st-vp (station vapour pressure fron clinat€ nomals
qa = 0.622+st-vp./(st-pressure - 0.378tst-vp);
f,qa = 0. 622asr--vp. / (st-pressue) ;

figure(1);
subplot(1,3,3) ,plot(nea(5q,2) , 'xr-') ;

hold on
subplot (1,3,3),plot(qa',' . -' ) ;

Titls'Spêcific Huidity' ;

xlabe1 'Months' ;

ylabeL ' (KE/KÐ' i

legend(,RCM data"',Clinate Nomal', ) ;

C.2 Fortran Codes

Fortran code to create six hourly SST data from daily SST, downloaded from

CCCma site.

Pro8rù asl_coÞv
!

ibpl.lclt Dotre
I

chract€r(14) :: b€ad1, h€ad1b18
chùact€¡(4) :: bead2
cha!act€r(40) :: lbfiIe, outf116
iDte8€r :: b€ad3, head4, b€ads, h€ad6, head7, E, I, J
r€al.(16) :: dat-a1, dat-a2, dat-a3, dat-a4, da!-a5, dat-a6
I

erlt€(+,r) 'Typ€ Dee oJ iDpu! fll€rr
Ìêad(r,') iÀfil€
I

Flrs(ú,¡) ,Typs Eù€ of ourput flle:,
r€åd(r, t) outfllê
I

opoÀ(10, f tI€.1Df 1l.6,3tatus-'old' )
opeD(l1, f 1lê-ou!f iLe,sratus-'uloonr )
I

do 1.1,365
!

r6ad(10,200) hsad1, head2, h€ad3, head , h6ad5, h€ad6, headT
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c¡ite(11,200) hoad1, h€ad2, hoad3, head4, h€4d5, head6, hoadT
!

op€À(12,f 1f€.'ef 11e',status-'Ñom' )
!

do J ' 1,776
I

l6ad(10,100) dât-ã1, da!-a2, dat-43, dat-44, dat-45, dat-â6
crlr€(11,100) dat-a1, dât-ã2, dat-a3, dð!-44, dat-45, dat-46
urir€(12,100) dar-a1, dat-a2, dat-a3, da!-â4, dat-45, dal-a6

!

€nddo
!

cloÊ€ ( 12)
!

!

if (E--1) tbeD
hoadlbis - headl(1:12) // '06'
urile(11,200) h€adlbis, h€ad2, h€4d3, h€ad4, boads, h€4d6, headT

€tse if (n¡¡2) thoD
h€adlbis - headl(Itl2) // t12'
vrlt6(11,200) h€adlbls, head2, hoad3, hoad4, heads, bead6, hsadT

€ls€ lf (8..3) th€n
headtbls _ hoadl(1:12) // ,18,

ûil€(11,200) headlbls, h€4d2, head3, head4, h€ãd6, h€4d6, heâd7
e¡d1f

!

opeD (12, fí16-',et11ê', , status.'u¡loom¡ )
!

do J - 1,776
!

road(12,100) dat-a1, dat-a2, dat-a3, dat-a4, dat-45, dal-46
c¡iro(11,100) dat-at, dât-a2, dat-a3, dat-44, da!-45, dal-46

I

eDddo
!

clos€(12)
!

€Dddo
I

onddo
!

100 foroat(1P6E12.5)
200 fomat(lx,414,1X,44,5110)

I

cLos€ (10)
clos€ (11)

€nd Prog¡ù

C.3 Python Script

The following python script is used to remove the header from the CCCma ASCII

data and convert the file into binary format.

# !/usr,/biD/env pythotr
itrport struct, sys, string
infile, outfile=sys . ugv [1 : ]
f=open(iufile, )r')
alI= []
while(1):
aline=f . readline o
if not a1iDe: breaÌ
aline=string. rstrip (aIine)
iJ ulio"[1]=='rGr': coDtiDue
#splits aLine at white space, theD eval turn striDgs to nuber.
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ifxap applies evaL to each nenber of the list:
j=len(aline) /12
priat len(aline)
svals=strùct.upack(' 12s'*j,aline)
f valsÐap (f loat , svaJ.s)
# prj.Dt fvaLs
aL1+=fvals
m=1e¡(a1l)
fnt=repr(m)+'f '
print fnt
snew=struct. pack(f nt, +al1)
fn=open(outfile,'w')
fn, write ( snew)
fn. close o
pri¡t'file'+outfiLe+' written'

Use the above python script (dowuloaded fron web, forgot the link)
to convert data to binary f ile, A smple comud to use pytlton cod€
is sbown below: ccntobin.py 2044-v1000.txt 2044-v1000,bin

C.4 MM5 Output Fields

The following list shows MM5 output variables. Depending on the combination

of model parameters, the output variable varies. There are some special output

variables (marlced as astrics *) that are associâted with f anduse.tbl-.

! 3D Vùiabl€s

U =! X wind (grid-relative 11 ¡¡yAp=g) ! u/s
V =! Y wind (grid-rel.ative 11 ¡py¡p=g) ! n/s
T = ! TeDperatue
Q =! llater vapour Eixi¡g ratio ! kçlkg
CLH =! Cloud water Eixing ratio ! kglkg
RNI{ =l RaiD uater nixiDg ratio I kg/kg
RAD TEND=! RadiatioD tendeDcy
W =! VerticaL Velocity

! K,/DAY

! n/s
PP = lPressue pertubation ! Pa

! 2D Vuiables

PSTARCRS =! P-stu ! Pa

GRoUND T =! Groud tenperatue ! K

RAIN CoN =! Accuulated convective precipitation ! cE

RAIN NoN =! Accuulated Do¡-convectiva PreciPitation lcD
TERRAIN =l Terrain height abovê sea leveÌ ! E

HAPFACCR =! Map-scale factor on cross points ! Dine¡sÍoDless
MAPFACDT =! Map-scale factor on dot Points ! Dinersion]ess
CORI0LIS =! Corilois parueter I L/s
RES TEMP =! IDfinite reservoir teEP ! K

LATITCRS =! Latitude on cross points ! DEGREES

L0NGICRS =! Lotrgitude oD cross PoiDts ! DEGREES
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LAND USE =!
TSEASFC =r
PBL HGT =r
REGIME =r
SHFLUX =r
LHFLUX =r
UST =!
SWDO!.JN =!
LWD0l.lN =!
Sl.lOUT =!
LllOUT =!
SOIL T 1 =r
SOIL T 2 =r
SOIL T 3 =t
SoIL T 4 =r
SOÌL T 5 =r
SOIL T 6 =r
12 =!
ît =l
U10 =r
V10 =r
ALBD* =!
SLMo+ =r
SFEM* =r
SFZO+ = !

THERIN+ -!
SFHC* =!
SCFX+ = !

SIGMAH =!

Læd use category
Sea suJace temperatue (if avail.)
PBL depth / beigbt

! category
IK
!n

PBL regine ! DiEensiouless
Surface sensible b.eat flu | \4/n^2
Suface late¡t beat fl-ux I V/n^2
Frj.ctional velocity (u-stu) ! n/s
Suface domsæd sÌ¡ortwave radiatioE I H/n^Z
Suface downuud longuave radiatio¡ | ll/n^2
Top outgoing shortwave radiatioD I V/n^Z
Top outgoing longçave radiation ! H/n^Z
SOILTEMP1 !K
SOILTEMP2 IK
SOILTE}IP3 !K
SOILTEMP4 IK
S0IL TEMP 5 (if avail.) ! K

SoIL TEMP 6 (if avail.) ! K

2 n TeEperatue (if avail.) I X

2 m Mixing Ratio (if avail.) ! kg kg{-1}
10 n U wind conponent (i.f avail) ! n s{-1}
10 n V wind conpoDênt (if avait.) ! n s{-1}
Suface albedo fron LANDUSE.TBL ! PERCENT

Suface Eoisture avaiLability, LANDUSE.TBL I fractioD
Surface ênissivity f¡on LANDUSE.TBL ! fraction
Suface roughaess fron LANDUSE.TBL ! cn
Surface themal inêrtia fron LANDUSE.TBL ! 100*cal cn^-Z K'-l s'l/2
Soil heat capacity fron LANDUSE.TBL ! J n^-3 K^-1
Snow cover effect fron LANDUSE.TBL ! fraction

Hodel balf-sigEa lêvêls ! sigma

C.5 LATS Parameter Table

The following is an example of the LATS parameters table used with lats4d. gs

to convert binary data into GRIB, discussed in previotts section 4.3.1.

# ! variablB
fl
I Varlables
I (nax Dùber of €rtrles - LÂTS-HÀX-PAnIjS iD lats.h)
I
s The foma! of 6ach record ls:
* nee I idl rirl€ I uirs ldalatyp€ lsùfac€ | d€clEal-scãlo-factorl pr€clsloDl co@eDls-l I com€rts-2
f
å Des - varlable Dùo (Do bta!.¡.s)
I id . CRIB palest€r trwb€r (>127 -> ÀHIP-2 spoclflc)
* titl.e - IoDg DM€ (d€scrlptloD)
I ul!8 - variabl€ uÌra
f dâtatyp€ - float o! lDt
I level_typo - l€v6L_typ€ lD vortlcal dlEÊDsloÀ !ãblo, or blaDk 1f vaLues Eust b€ defiDed via lats-v€rt-dib
f declEâ]-scà16-factor - GRIB deciEaf scaf€ faclor, or -999 1l Do d€ciEaL scai.lDg
* prscisloÞ - ¡ub6r of bitg ol pr€ci61oD lf ator€d rD GRIB,
â or -999 for level-d6poDdoDt blr l€ngtb (lgÞor€d 1l deciDaì-scalo-fàcÈor is s€t)
Í co@eDrs-1 ! coMoÀls, 1gÀor€d by L¡ITS

* cor€Þts-2 - co@eÀts, lg¡or€d by LATS

I 33luelnd lo/s lfloa!l l1l-999lcoMsDllcoeo¡rl
| 34lvcitrd lø/e lfloatl lll-999lcomeDtlco@€Âtl
| 144 | coDv€crive pr€cipltatloD râte I kE/(Ð-2's) lftoa! lstc I 2 l-999 | coüeD! | co@ent I

I 11 lSoaSùfaceT€Þperatue I K lfloat lsfc I 1 l-9991 coNêDt I coMeÀt I

vEd
Prc
sst
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I 11 I Air Te6p€raturo

f! v€rt
f V€rtlcal diD€¡sloE typ6s
f (Dax Dub€r of eDtries - LATS-HÀX-VERT-TTPES tD 1at6.h)
I
# Th€ fomat ol €ach lecord ls:
# L€vel"-ryp€ | dêscrlptioE I uI!9 I v€rtÌcallty I Positive I

# 1.6v61-typ€ - Lev€l typo
S d6scriptioD. l€vel d€sc¡ip!1on
É ults - uits fo¡ thls l€v€l typ€

defaul! I cRlB-id I cRrE-p1 I cRrB-p2 I cRIB-p3

* vorllcal1ly - siDgle (siDgf€ surfacs) or ðulti (varlabl€ cù have EultlPl.e Levels oJ lbls tyP€)
* positlve - up (lDcr€asiDg vaLues polÀt up) or doPÞ (ltrcroasl¡8 vaÌu€s Poinl doen)
# cRIB-td . GRIB level typo lDdicator (PDs oclet 10)
* CRIB-PI - GRIB PDS octet 11

I GBIE-P2 - GRIB PDS octol 12

# CBIB-P3 - coEbiDod GBIB octets 11, 12 ov€rrid€s val.u€s ol GRIB-PI, CRIB-P2 it spocified

IK I floåt I I 1 l-999 I coM€Ât I coMeEt I

lua
I

Pl€V
sfc

I Presaùe ]€v€1
I Eârth Burfac€

IslbgloldosDIl00l0l0
I shgl.ol up I I I

IO
01010

$! CeDler
# Hod€Iìrg ceDters (GRIB oDly)
* (bax Dubor of €Dtr1€s . LATS-MAX-CÊNTERS iD lats.h)
fl
f Tho foEat of €ach r€cord ls:
# ceÞt€r I CRIE-id I CRIE-c€Dtor I 6Rl8-subceDt€r
t
d ceDt€r o n[€EoElc for tho c6Dler
I oRfB_id - GRIB genorarlhg plocoss id (PDS octe! 6)
I CRIB-coDtor - tbe id of cen!€r EuaSlng tho data (for AMIP II thls is PCIDI) - ses CRIB Tabl€ 0
# CRIB-subc€Dr6r - the id of the subc€Þl€r

I AcroÂjD AilIP Croup LocatloD
å -------
f bDrc Buroau of Het€otology Rêsealch C€Dtr€ H€1boìm€, Àustrella
I ccc Cùadlù C€nir€ for CIiBat€ Mod€I1lÂg bd AÀalysis Vlclolla, Cuada
I cca! CeÀtor for Clloato Syst€E Res€arch Tokyo, JaPù
# cm CeDtro NatloÞal do Rocborchos HoteoroloSlques Toulouso, FraDco
# cola CeDtel for oc€ù-Lùd-AlbosPhar€ StudloB Cafvêrton, ¡laryl'ed
È csiro ComoDeeaLth ScioDtlflc È IDdust¡ia] R€s6üch orgaDlzallon Hord1alloc, Austral.ia
# csu Colorado Stats Unlvorslly Fort CoLllDs, CoÌorado
å derl DyDMlcal Ext€Ddod Rù8€ For€casrlDg (al CFDL) PrlDcoloD, Neu Jersoy
I du Doparleo¡t of Nuôtica] ì{ath€EÀllcs Hoscov, Russla
# €cDuf Euopee CoDtro for Hedlu-Ruge Voãthor Folecasts R6Àdi¡8, E¡gla¡d
s gfdl Geophysicaì Fl,uld DyDãÃlcs Laboratory PrlDcotoD, Neu J€rsey
f glss Goddôrd IDs!1tute for SPacô Studl€s N€e York, Noe York
fl gla Coddsrd Laboratory for ÀtbosPh€ros Gr66nbelt, Harylùd
i B6fc Goddard Spac€ FliSht Ce¡ter Cr€eDbslt, I'lãrylMd
il lap lDslj.tute of AlBosPh€ric Physics BolJlnS, ChlDa

S JEa Jspù Het€orologtcal AgeDcy Tokyo, JaPÐ
S 11D1 LacroDc€ Llvemore Natlorãl Laboratoly LiverEoro, Cal'lforn1a
# lEd Labo¡atolro do H€t€orolo8l€ DyÀù1qu€ På¡ia, FraDca

* ogo HalD G€oPhyslcat obÊorvatory S!. Polor8burg, Russla
il Ep1 Ma¡-Pl.uck-ID3!1tul fu¡ Hotoorolo8lo llùbul8, C€maDy

d Er1 Holoorological ReB€arch lDslltù!€ lbarâk1_ketr' JaPu
# bca¡ NalloDal CeDt€r for AtEosPhsric R€s€arcb Boulder, Colorado
# uc Nàtj.oDal. Hotoo¡olo81caL Ce¡t€¡ Sult]ud, Harylud
I trrL Naval Res€alch Laboratory HoÞts!€y, CôllforDiå
{ Âtu NatloDal Tal9e Unlv€ts1ly TalPei, TBleu
# pcDdl Progre for CllDaro Hod€]. DÌag¡osis ud IÀtercoEparisob, LLNL Llvonoro, Callfornia
S ¡ptr Recherche en PrivisloD Nuorlque DolvaL, CaDada

I suye Stat€ UÀlversity of N€c York at Àlbùy Albüy, Noe York
t sMya/Þcar Srars UÀlvorsity of Neu York a! ÀlbeÀy/NCAR A1bùy, N€e York/Bould€r, Colorado
# ucl.a UDiv€r3lty of CaìitorDla at Los ADgeLes Los À!96163, Cal'iforDia
t ugep Th€ UX UDivorsitl€s Globaf AlDosPhoric Hodoll.lÀ8 ProS¡@6 R€adiÞg, EDglùd
# uiuc UDlvorsily ot l]llDols at lJrbùa-CbePa18¡ Urbùa, IIllDols
I uho ÌrDlted KiDgdoE HoteoroLogical offlco Brackn€I], lrx

I yoÀu YoDsei UDlv€rsity S€oul, Xoroa
s

bE¡c

c@
coLa
cslro

dù
€cDet

8fdl.
d6rf
Sisg
8la
Ssfc

10
11

t2

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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lAP
jEa
l¡d
E8o
bP1
EÌi
DCa!
DC€P

rl

14

16
1?
18
19
20
21
22

rPD I 23

ucLa I 26

100
100
r00
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
r00

100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

I 100

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

suya 124
suya/Dcarl 25 l2

uSeP 127
uiuc I 28
ul@o I 29
yoDu I 30
ccsr I 31

llDl I 32
nru I 33
cPrsc I 46
Pcndi I 100

* !qc
I Quallty coÀtrof oarks
Í (Do liEit oD Duber of €Èt¡16s)
t
# Tho foroat of €ach rocord ls:
I vuiabL€ I l€v€t-lypel leveLlh€ùlsldl lo]êraDcel rùge I rùgsroÌ
á
I varlabÌe r varlablo Dù€
# l€vol-lypô È ryp6 of l€vsl., as dsfiDed 1n th€ 1€veltype6 s€ctlon, or blark if ¡o assoclat€d l€vet
$ l€ve1 - levsf valu6, or b]a!} if no specili€d lovel
* n6ù. oba€rved E€aD at spocifl€d Iêv61
# std . obso¡vod s!ùdald deviallo! ar specitlod I€vel
# tol,orùc€ s Dub€r of BtaÞdard dovlalloDs about Deæ
# (if abs(calculãtod-E€e - b€e) > (std ' toloreco), flag th€ value as o€uoutofraDgs)
I rango - obs€rved (baxlEw - ølDlDu)
# raÞg€tol - rùge toÌ€rucs:
s (if calculat€d_rahg€ > (raryorol r ¡ùge), f Ìag as rùgeiBtoolargo)

fuuDd I plov I 1000.0 I 1.0
luuDd I pl.ev | 925.0 I 6.0
åvEdlplevl1000.0 11.0
fvhdlplevl925.0 I6.0

I 2.0 I 3.0 I 4.0 I 5.0
I 7.0 I 8.0 I 9.0 I r0.0
I 2.0 I 3.0 I 4.0 I s.0
I 7.0 I 8.0 I 9.0 I 10.0

f N0TE: Do qC tabl€ y€t
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